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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Invenergy LLC (Invenergy) is developing the Pleasant Ridge Wind Project (Project or PRWP) in
Livingston County, Illinois (Figure 1.1). Land use within the Project area is 98 percent tilled agriculture
and developed areas. Native habitats exist but occupy a small proportion of the Project area, mainly
riparian corridors along the Vermilion River, South Fork Vermilion River, and Indian Creek.
The Project will consist of several primary components, including up to 136 wind turbines, access roads,
transmission and communication equipment, storage areas, and control facilities. The Project boundary
includes approximately 58,287 acres (21,160 ha) of privately-owned land. Only a small portion of this
Project area will host wind farm facilities. It is anticipated that the area of direct land used for 136
turbines, access roads, collection lines, overhead transmission line, substation and operations and
maintenance (O&M) facility will be approximately 511 temporary acres (207 ha) and 140 permanent
acres (57 ha). PRWP has acquired or is in the process of acquiring the necessary land rights to construct
and operate the Project and its associated facilities.

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE BIRD AND BAT CONSERVATION STRATEGY
Wind energy is one of the fastest growing sources of renewable energy in the United States, is the most
economically competitive form of renewable energy, and is generally viewed as an environmentally
friendly alternative to nuclear and fossil fuel power plants (AWEA 2008, National Research Council
2007). However, construction and operation of wind energy projects has the potential to impact birds and
bats through habitat fragmentation, displacement, and mortality due to collision with or proximity to rotor
blades (NWCC 2010).
In March of 2012, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service published Land-based Wind Energy Guidelines
(WEG) that identify voluntary actions wind developers can take to demonstrate compliance with the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). One of the recommended actions identified in the WEG is
development of a Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS) documenting measures a company has
taken to properly construct a wind project to avoid and minimize impacts to migratory birds and other
sensitive species.
After completing a detailed analysis of the proposed Project, PRWP concludes that construction and
operation of the Project is unlikely to result in the take1 of any Endangered Species Act (ESA)-listed
species. This BBCS was developed to document (1) the results of PRWP’s monitoring and evaluation
effort for the Project, and (2) PRWP’s avoidance and conservation measures that will make take of ESAlisted species unlikely to occur, while reducing potential impacts to other bird and bat species.

1

The term “take” is defined by the ESA to mean “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect” See
16 U.S.C. § 1532 (19).
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Figure 1-1 Pleasant Ridge Wind Project Location, Livingston County, Illinois
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Specific goals of the Pleasant Ridge BBCS are to:
1) Demonstrate compliance with the WEG;
2) Identify measures that will avoid and minimize potential impacts to birds and bats during
construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project;
3) Ensure the potential impacts to ESA-listed bat species are insignificant or discountable; and
4) Outline effective post-construction monitoring and adaptive management procedures to guide
management actions for the life of the Project.

1.2 CONSULTATION HISTORY
The following is a summary of correspondence and meetings held with, and material submitted by
Pleasant Ridge to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources (IDNR) regarding the proposed Project:
September 22, 2008:

An agency coordination letter was sent to both USFWS and the IDNR
for Livingston, McLean and Ford Counties, Illinois by BHE
Environmental, Inc. (BHE) on behalf of Invenergy.

November 10, 2008:

An Ecological Compliance Assessment Tool (EcoCAT) was submitted
by BHE for two Project areas; Pleasant Ridge “North” (IDNR Project
#0903706) and Pleasant Ridge “South” (IDNR Project #0903707). For
the northern portion, the bird and bat species identified were loggerhead
shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) and upland sandpiper (Bartramia
longiauda). For the southern portion of the project area, several natural
areas, including the Mackinaw River INAI site, Sibley Grove INAI site,
Weston Cemetery Prairie Illinois Natural Areas Inventory (INAI) site,
Sibley Grove Nature Preserve, and Weston Cemetery Prairie Nature
Preserve were identified. Additionally, the barn owl (Tyto alba),
loggerhead shrike, and upland sandpiper were all identified for this area
as well.

November 12, 2008

USFWS provided a list of species which may be present in the area
including the Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis), the eastern prairie fringed
orchid (Platanthera leucophaea), and the prairie bush clover (Lespedeza
leptostachya). It was recommended that the Section 7(a)(2)Technical
Assistance webpage be utilized to determine the action area, whether any
of these species are present, and if the Project may affect any listed
species.

January 2, 2009

IDNR provided a letter to Charles Schopp (Livingston County) in
regards to the EcoCAT request that included information on documented
species within the project area, potentially occurring species, natural
areas within the boundary, as well as wildlife impact recommendations.

October 14, 2010

Meeting with the USFWS Rock Island Field Office to discuss the
Project. Presented information on project description, habitat mapping,
bird and bat survey results. The USFWS was recommended that PRWE
develop measures to avoid/minimize impacts to Indiana bats and to
consult with Operation Migration.

July 24, 2013

Meeting with USFWS Rock Island Field Office to provide Project
update.
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January/February 2014

Shared maps and received input from USFWS Rock Island Field Office
during turbine micrositing to avoid bat habitat.

April 4, 2014

Submittal of an EcoCAT request by Stantec Consulting Services Inc.
(Stantec) for the new Project area (IDNR Project #1410117). A request
was made for more up-to-date database review given the 5-year
timeframe since the last assessment had been made, as well as using the
new Project boundary. No bird or bat species were identified in this
preliminary review. The wetland review identified wetlands within 250
feet (76 m) of the Project location using the National Wetlands Inventory
data.

April 30, 2014

Call with USFWS Rock Island Field Office to discuss micro-siting to
setback from bat habitat.

June 12, 2014

Meeting with USFWS Rock Island Field Office, provided project update,
summary of baseline studies completed, discussed BBCS scope and
content, discussed schedule and next steps.

September 8, 2014

IDNR provided a letter to Charles Schopp (Livingston County) in
regards to the EcoCAT request that included information on documented
species within the project area, potentially occurring species, natural
areas within the boundary, as well as wildlife impact recommendations.

Many of the 2008/2009 consultations included a study area larger than the current proposed Project
boundary.
Based upon information and comments provided by USFWS and the IDNR, PRWP completed a detailed
Project site characterization, including extensive biological surveys to obtain data on bird and bat use of
the Pleasant Ridge Wind Farm area. The following studies were prepared by PRWP and are hereby
incorporated by reference:


Site Characterization for Wildlife Issues (January 2009; Ritzert and Good 2009)



Chiropteran Risk Assessment (February 2009; BHE 2009)



Bat Acoustic Surveys (July 2009-October 2009; Good et al. 2010a)



Habitat Mapping, Land Cover Analysis (April 2009 and May 2014)



Bird Use Counts (March 2009-February 2010; Good et al. 2010b)



American Golden-plover Surveys (April-May 2009; Good et al. 2010b)



Smith’s Longspur Surveys (April-May 2009; Good et al. 2010b)



Raptor Nest Surveys (May 2009 [Good et al. 2010b] and April 2014 [Stantec 2014])



Bat Mist-netting (Summer 2011; Murray et al. 2011)



Summary of Natural Resources at the South Fork Vermilion River Crossing (July 2014; Shoener
Environmental 2014)



Incidental Wildlife Observations (ongoing)



Consultation with experts and USFWS (ongoing)
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1.3 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
1.3.1 Endangered Species Act
The federal ESA of 1973 [16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.] provides for the listing, conservation, and recovery
of endangered and threatened species. The USFWS possesses responsibility for implementing the ESA to
protect terrestrial species and resident fish species.
Section 9 of ESA prohibits the unauthorized “take” of listed species. Take is defined broadly by ESA to
mean “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect” a listed species. The
term “harm” has been further defined in agency regulations to mean habitat modification that actually
kills or injures a listed species.
On April 5, 2011, USFWS entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with a number of wind
energy companies to develop a programmatic, multispecies habitat conservation plan (MSHCP) for
several listed species that could potentially be affected by wind energy projects. Completion of the
MSHCP is several years away. As a part of the process of developing the MOU, Region 3 of the USFWS
developed a process whereby interested wind energy companies may pursue technical assistance letters
with USFWS to address ESA issues during the development of the MSHCP. Through the consultation
process associated with developing technical assistance letters, wind energy projects may be designed and
operated to avoid potential take of listed species.
As described above, PRWP intends this BBCS to serve as the basis for the development of a technical
assistance letter with USFWS to document that take of listed species is unlikely to occur if the Project is
designed and operated pursuant to the measures contained in the BBCS.

1.3.2 Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Among other things, the MBTA (16 U.S.C. §§ 703-712) prohibits the taking, killing, injuring or capture
of listed migratory birds.
To avoid and minimize impacts to MBTA-listed species, PRWP will implement this BBCS in
consultation with the USFWS that incorporates applicable measures based on WEG (USFWS 2012).
These guidelines contain materials to assist in evaluating possible wind power sites, wind turbine design
and location, and pre- and post-construction research to identify and/or assess potential impacts to
wildlife. Measures to be taken to avoid and minimize impacts to migratory birds are described below.

1.3.3 Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act
The BGEPA (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) prohibits the take of bald and golden eagles unless pursuant to
regulations. BGEPA defines the take of an eagle to include a broad range of actions, including “…to
pursue, shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, or molest or disturb.” The term
“disturb” is defined in regulations found at 50 CFR 22.3 to include agitating or bothering a bald or golden
eagle to a degree that causes, or is likely to cause, based on the best scientific information available: (1)
injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding,
feeding, or sheltering behavior, or (3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal
breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior. Measures to be taken to avoid and minimize impacts to eagles
are described on the next page.
The USFWS published a final rule (Eagle Permit Rule) on September 11, 2009 under the BGEPA (50
C.F.R. 22.26) authorizing limited issuance of permits to take bald eagles and golden eagles. This permit
term was extended to a maximum of 30-years in the December 9, 2013 ruling (78 FR 73704). A permit
would authorize the take of bald eagles and golden eagles where the take is compatible with the
preservation of the bald eagle and the golden eagle; necessary to protect an interest in a particular locality;
associated with but not the purpose of the activity; and
8
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1) for individual incidences of take: the take cannot be practicably avoided and
2) for programmatic take: the take is unavoidable even though advanced conservation
practices are being implemented.
On May 2, 2013, the USFWS announced the availability of the Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance:
Module 1 – Land-based Wind Energy, Version 2 (ECPG; USFWS 2013a). The ECPG provides a means
of compliance with the BGEPA by providing recommendations and in-depth guidance for:





Conducting early pre-construction assessments to identify important eagle use areas;
Avoiding, minimizing, and/or compensating for potential adverse effects to eagles; and
Monitoring for impacts to eagles during construction and operation.

The Guidance interprets and clarifies the permit requirements in the regulations at 50 CFR 22.26 and
22.27, and does not impose any binding requirements beyond those specified in the regulations. As for
other MBTA-listed species, this BBCS incorporates site-specific, regional, and agency information and
measures developed based on this information to avoid and reduce impacts to bald and golden eagles at
the Project.

1.4 BBCS TERM
This BBCS will be in effect through development, construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of the Project (Term). This Term will cover the 20-year minimum functional life of
turbines following completion of construction, and potential extended operations and/or decommissioning
of the Project. PRWP will update this BBCS, as needed, through adaptive management (Appendix A)
throughout the Term. Should the Project be re-powered at the end of the Project’s expected life, the
BBCS will automatically renew and remain in effect until the Project is decommissioned.

1.5 BBCS PROJECT AREA
This BBCS applies to all lands leased, present and future, by PRWP for construction and operation of the
Project. These lands will include the locations for all 136 turbines and associated facilities.
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1 PROJECT AREA, SITING, AND FACILITIES SITING
The Project is located in Livingston County, Illinois (Figure 1.1). Land use within the Project area is 98
percent tilled agriculture and developed areas.
The Project boundary includes approximately 58,287 acres (21,160 ha) of privately-owned land. Only a
small portion of this Project area will host wind farm facilities. It is anticipated that the area of direct land
used for up to 136 turbines, access roads, substation and O&M facility will be approximately 511
temporary acres (207 ha) and 140 permanent acres (57 ha). PRWP has acquired or is in the process of
acquiring the necessary land rights to construct and operate the Project and its associated facilities.
A 9.5 mi (15.2 km)-long overhead transmission line will be constructed to connect the Project to the
existing electric power grid. It will extend from the Project substation to Point of Interconnect (POI), the
ComEd Pontiac MidPoint 345-kV substation. The transmission line permanent right-of-way (ROW)
occupies approximately 3 acres (1 ha) and is located on privately-owned land. Up to 29 acres (12 ha) will
be temporarily disturbed during transmission line construction (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 Estimated Surface Disturbance Acreage for the Pleasant Ridge Wind Energy Project

Disturbance Type

Temporary Disturbance
(acres [hectares])

Permanent Disturbance, 136 Turbine
Project (acres [hectares])

Turbine assembly
areas/pads1

195 [79]

31 [13]

0 [0]

0 [0]

New access roads to be
constructed2

198 [80]

99 [40]

Staging area and batch
plant3

10 [4]

0 [0]

Collection line trenches4

72 [29]

0 [0]

Overhead transmission
line5

29 [12]

3 [1]

7 [3]

7 [3]

511 [207]

140 [57]

Existing roads to be
upgraded

Substation and O&M
building
Total
1
2

3
4

5

Assumes a 250 x 250 ft (76 x 76 m) access pad and a permanently maintained 100 ft (30 m) diameter area.
Assumes 51 mi (82 km) of new access roads to be constructed, 32 ft (10 m) wide during construction, reclaimed
to 16 ft (5 m) wide for the life-of-project.
Assumes that the staging area and batch plant location is reclaimed.
Assumes 148 mi (237 km) of collection line trenches, up to 4 ft (1 m) wide during construction, completely
reclaimed for the life-of-project.
Assumes 9.5 mi (15.2 km) of overhead transmission line with construction disturbance within a 25 ft ROW.
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This site was selected based on several factors, including the following:


Geographic location in central Illinois to serve regional electric power markets



Commercially viable wind resource



Nearby transmission with potential to integrate a wind generation facility



Agricultural land use



Willing landowners



Community and county support



Minimal environmental impacts

The turbine siting process initially considered land under agreement, wind resource, elevation, bat habitat,
and county- and landowner-required setbacks. Within these limitations, the turbine siting goal was to
maximize energy production for the Project site while minimizing environmental impacts.

2.1.1 Project Components
The Project will consist of several primary components, including wind turbines, access roads,
transmission and communication equipment, storage areas, and control facilities. These components are
discussed in detail below.
Wind Turbines
The Project will include up to 136 GE 1.7-100 Rev 5 (GE 1.7-100) turbines or a similar model (e.g., 1.72103). The GE 1.7-100 turbine is a three-bladed, upwind, horizontal-axis wind turbine. The turbine rotor
and nacelle are mounted on top of a tubular tower. The machine employs active yaw control (designed to
position the rotor to face the wind), active blade pitch control (designed to regulate turbine rotor speed),
and a generator/power electronic converter system attached to a variable speed drive train designed to
produce a nominal 60 hertz (Hz), 575 or 690 Volts (V) of electric power.
The GE 1.7-100 turbine has a nameplate rating of 1,790 kilowatts (kW). Each turbine is equipped with a
wind speed and direction sensor that communicates to the turbine’s control system when sufficient winds
are present for operation. The turbine features variable-speed control and independent blade variable
pitch to assure aerodynamic efficiency, and which functions as an aerodynamic control system. The GE
1.7-100 turbine begins operation in wind speeds of approximately 7 miles per hour (mph; 3.0 meters per
second [m/s]) and reaches its rated capacity (1.79 MW) at a wind speed of approximately 26 mph
(12 m/s). The turbine is designed to operate in wind speeds up to approximately 50 mph (22 m/s) and can
withstand sustained wind speeds of more than approximately 100 mph (45 m/s). The color of all turbines,
blades, and towers used for the Project will be white and the rotation direction, as an observer faces the
turbines, will be clockwise.
Each turbine includes a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisitions (SCADA) communications system
that permits automatic, independent operation and remote supervision, allowing continuous control of the
wind farm to ensure optimal and efficient operation and early troubleshooting of problems. SCADA data
provide detailed operating and performance information for each wind turbine, and PRWP maintains a
database tracking each wind turbine’s operational history.
Hubs, Towers, and Foundations
The rotor consists of three blades attached to a hub. The rotor blades are constructed of fiberglass and
epoxy or polyester resin. The cast iron hub connects the rotor blades to the main shaft and transmits
torque. The hub is attached to the nacelle, which houses the gearbox, generator, brake, cooling system,
and other electrical and mechanical systems.
11
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The GE 1.7-100 wind turbines use a 328-ft (100 m) rotor diameter with a rotor-swept area of
approximately 84,496 ft2 (7,854 m2). The rotor speed would be 10.0 to 17.5 rpm and all rotors would
rotate in the same direction.
The turbine nacelles will be mounted on freestanding monopole tubular steel towers with a hub height of
263 ft (80 m) with a total height (tip height) of 427 ft (151 m). Each tower will consist of three sections
manufactured from steel plates. All welds will be made in automatically controlled power welding
machines and ultrasonically inspected during manufacturing per American National Standards Institute
specifications. All surfaces will be sandblasted and multiple layers of coating applied for protection
against corrosion. Access to the turbine will be through a lockable steel door at the base of the tower.
The steel door at the base of each tower will also include a low voltage safety light on a motion sensor for
entry.
The turbine towers will be connected by anchor bolts to underground concrete and rebar foundations.
Geotechnical surveys and turbine tower load specifications will dictate final design parameters of the
foundations. A typical spread footer has a similar footprint to the tower diameter at grade, but may spread
out below grade to as much as 48 to 62 ft (15 to 19 m) in diameter. A typical deep foundation is placed on
an area approximately 31 x 31 ft (10 x 10 m) in size. Foundation type will be based on geotechnical
surveys and may include spread footers or deep foundations. All foundations consist of anchor bolts,
concrete, and reinforcing rebar. Specific site conditions may require subgrade modification to support the
foundation.

2.1.2 Access Roads
The Project will be accessed using existing county public roadways and privately-owned roads; PRWP
will upgrade existing roads and construct new roads to enable all-weather access to Project facilities. The
main access route for the Project, including equipment deliveries, is via U.S. 24.
PRWP estimates that it will need to construct approximately 51 mi (61 km) of new roads for the 136
turbines. Access roads will be approximately 16 ft (5 m) wide during the operational phase. During
construction, primary component haul roads and turbine/crane access roads will typically be 32 ft (10 m)
wide, providing the 32 ft (10 m) needed for movement of the large crane and additional clearance area for
crane operation and drainage features. Disturbance width typically increases in steeper areas due to cuts
and fills necessary to construct and stabilize roads on slopes. PRWP will work with the landowners to
utilize existing roads and to locate new access roads to minimize land use disturbance and avoid sensitive
resources and steep roadway sections that exist near some railroad and roadway crossings to the extent
possible, while maximizing transportation efficiency.

2.1.3 Communications and Collection System
A control panel inside the base of each turbine tower will house communication and electronic circuitry.
A step-up transformer will be installed at the base of each turbine to raise the voltage from 690 V to
collection line voltage (34.5 kV). Generated electricity will move through an underground collection
system to the Project substation. Both power and communication cables will be buried in trenches a
minimum of 5 ft (2 m) deep. An estimated 148 miles (237 km) of underground collection system will be
installed.

2.1.4 Substation and O&M Facility
A 34.5-kV/345-kV substation will be constructed and owned by PRWP. The substation will be similar to
substations used on transmission systems in the region and will be constructed and operated to industry
standards.
An O&M facility that houses offices, a shop, and a work yard will also be constructed an owned by
PRPA. Utilities such as electric service, water service, a septic system, and telephone service will be
12
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required at the Project O&M building. Water might be supplied locally through the use of a well(s).
Permits for the installation of the septic system and the well(s) will be acquired through the local health
department.

2.1.5 Transmission Line
A 345-kV overhead transmission line associated with the Project will move power from the Project
substation in a northwest direction through Livingston County where it will tie into the existing ComEd
Pontiac MidPoint 345-kV substation.
The transmission line will be approximately 9.5 miles (15.3 km) long. The construction ROW will be 25
ft (8 m) wide. The ROW will be routed through previously impacted (tilled) areas to minimize impacts to
streams, wetlands, and other natural resources except for a 0.8-mile (0.1-km) long segment where it will
cross the South Fork Vermilion River (Figure 2.1).

2.1.6 Facility Life Span
The Project’s minimum life span after construction is expected to be about 20 years.

Figure 2-1 Aerial Photograph Showing Transmission Line Corridor at the South Fork Vermilion
River Crossing

2.2 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
Construction of the Project should take approximately nine to twelve months to complete once all permits
have been obtained. PRWP will (1) order all necessary components, including wind turbine generators,
foundation materials, electrical cable, and transformers; (2) complete micrositing of final turbine
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locations; (3) complete an American Land Title Association (ALTA) survey to establish locations of
structures and roadways; and (4) complete soil borings, testing, and analysis for proper foundation design
and materials.
The 136 turbines will be constructed using standard construction procedures and equipment used for other
wind farms in the Midwestern U.S. Construction will entail the following activities, listed in typical order
of occurrence:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Erosion control implementation;
Road and pad construction;
Substation and O&M facility construction
Overhead transmission line construction
Foundation excavation and pouring concrete foundations for turbine towers,
meteorological towers, transformers pads;
Trenching and placement of underground collection and communications cables;
Tower erection, nacelle and rotor installation;
Testing and commissioning; and
Final road grading, erosion control, and site clean-up.

A construction staging and laydown area, including Project offices, equipment, and employee parking
areas, will be developed on approximately 12 acres (5 ha). A temporary concrete batch plant will be used
during construction and may be located adjacent to the staging area on approximately 3 acres (1 ha).
A well might be installed within the Project site to serve the necessary water requirements for the
concrete batch plant. Water utilized for dust suppression may be taken from local creeks/ponds within the
Project area. Portable self-contained restroom facilities will be provided and used by the contractor’s
personnel while on site. These facilities will be delivered, maintained, and replaced by a third party
contractor.

2.2.1 Roads
Existing roads will be upgraded and new roads will be constructed in accordance with industry standards
for wind farm roads and local building requirements. The roads will accommodate all-weather access by
heavy equipment during construction and long-term use during operations and maintenance. New roads
will be located in consultation with the landowner to minimize disturbance, maximize transportation
efficiency, and avoid sensitive resources and unsuitable topography, where feasible. All new roads will
be constructed for the specific purpose of Project construction, operation, and maintenance.
Roads will be designed, built, surfaced, and maintained to provide safe operating conditions at all times.
The minimum travel way for access roads will be 16 ft (5 m). All roads will include road base, surface
materials, appropriate drainage, and culverts. Surface disturbance will be contained within road ROWs,
which will average 32 ft (10 m) along turbine/crane access roads. Disturbance width may increase in
steeper areas due to cuts and fills necessary to construct and stabilize roads on slopes.
Topsoil removed during road construction will be stockpiled in elongated rows within road ROWs.
Topsoil will be re-spread on cut-and-fill slopes and these areas will be revegetated as soon as possible
after road construction is complete.
Construction will include temporary disturbances for crane pads at each turbine site, temporary travel
roads for the cranes, temporary turning areas for oversized equipment at certain county and local road
intersections, temporary laydown areas around each turbine, trenches for underground electrical
collection and communication system, and for storage/stockpile areas. Construction of each turbine will
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include temporary impacts of approximately 8 ft (3 m) of gravel roadway on either side of the permanent
roadway for 32 ft (10 m) of total width, a 250-ft x 250-ft (76-m x 76-m) gravel crane pad extending from
the roadway to the turbine foundation, which will be graded to a minimum of 1 percent slope, and a 197ft (60 m) radius rotor laydown area centered around the turbine foundation that will be graded to a
maximum of 10 percent slope.
During construction, operation, and maintenance of the Project, traffic will be restricted to roads
developed for the Project and designated existing roads. Use of unimproved roads will be restricted to
emergency situations. Speed limits of 25 mph (11 m/s) will be set to ensure safe and efficient traffic flow.
Signs will be placed along the roads as necessary to identify speed limits, travel restrictions, and other
standard traffic control measures.

2.2.2 Substation and O&M Facility
The substation main transformer will be installed on an 11 x 17 ft (3 x 5 m) concrete pad and the main
control building will be installed on a 15 x 33 ft (6 x 10 m) concrete pad within a 3-acre (1-ha) parcel of
land centrally located within the Project. The substation will house transformers and other facilities to
step-up medium voltage power from the collection system to high voltage for delivery to the 345-kV
transmission line. The majority of the yard will be covered with crushed rock. The substation will be
fenced with a 7 ft (2 m) high chain-link fence topped with three strands of barbed wire, for a total fence
height of 8 ft (2 m). Access gates will be locked at all times and warning signs posted for public safety.
The Project O&M facility will be located separately from the Project 34.5/345-kV substation. The O&M
building will be approximately 60 ft (18 m) wide and 102 ft (31 m) long and will be constructed of
concrete and located on a concrete slab. The O&M building will contain all necessary plumbing and
electrical collections needed for typical operation of offices and a maintenance shop. A septic system will
be installed in the O&M facility.

2.2.3 Overhead Transmission Line
The transmission line will be constructed according to Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC)
standards (APLIC 2006). Tree clearing for transmission line construction will occur during the period
between November 1 and March 1.
An estimated 80 transmission line poles will be installed, with an average span between poles of
approximately 700 ft (213 m). Transmission line poles consist of primarily single steel poles structures,
secured as necessary with guy wires. Pole height will range from 90 to 115 ft (27 to 35 m). Poles will be
set into a drilled hole in the soil or rock and then backfilled with select stone and granular soil fill. Setting
depth will be 10 percent of the pole length plus 2 ft (<1 m) or deeper as specified by the design engineer.
The poles will support both the steel-reinforced aluminum electrical conductor line and a composite fiber
optic ground wire.

2.2.4 Turbine Towers, Meteorological Towers, and Transformers Foundations
Turbine towers will be anchor-bolted to concrete foundations. Foundations will be excavated using a
backhoe, forms installed, and concrete poured. Anchor bolts will be embedded in the concrete, and the
foundations will be allowed to cure prior to tower erection.
A 262-ft (80 m)-tall permanent meteorological tower will be installed on a 4.0 ft (1.2 m) pier foundation
as part of operations. Foundation depth will depend on local soil conditions. Foundations will be drilled
using a truck-mounted drilling rig and then filled with concrete. Transformer foundations will be
constructed using standard cut-and-fill procedures and by pouring concrete in a shallow slab or using a
precast structure set on appropriate depth of structural fill.
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2.2.5 Trenching and Placement of Underground Electrical and Communications
Cables
Underground electrical and communications cables will be placed in trenches below 5 ft (2 m) in depth.
In some cases, trenches will run from the end of one turbine string to the end of an adjacent string to link
more turbines together via the underground network. Electric collection and communications cables will
be placed in the trench using trucks. Electrical cables will be installed first and the trench partially
backfilled prior to placement of the communications cables. Trenches will be backfilled and the area revegetated concurrently with reclamation of other construction areas.

2.2.6 Tower Erection, Nacelle and Rotor Installation
Turbine tower assembly and erection will occur within the laydown area at each turbine site. Tower
bottom sections will be lifted with a crane and bolted to the foundation, and then the middle and top
sections will be lifted into place and bolted to the section below. Once the tower has been erected, the
nacelle and then the rotor will be hoisted into place.

2.2.7 Testing and Commissioning
Testing involves mechanical, electrical, and communications inspections to ensure that all systems are
working properly. Performance testing will be conducted by qualified wind power technicians and will
include checks of each wind turbine and the SCADA system prior to turbine commissioning. Electrical
tests of the Project (i.e., turbines, transformers, and collection system) and transmission system (i.e.,
transmission line and substation) will be performed by qualified electricians to ensure that all electrical
equipment is operational within industry and manufacturer’s tolerances and installed in accordance with
design specifications. All installations and inspections will be in compliance with applicable codes and
standards.

2.2.8 Final Road Grading, Erosion Control, and Site Clean-up
Once construction is complete, all disturbed areas will be graded to the approximate original contour and
any remaining trash or debris will be properly disposed of off-site. Areas disturbed during construction
will be stabilized and reclaimed using appropriate erosion control measures, including site-specific
contouring, reseeding, or other measures agreed to by landowners and designed and implemented in
compliance with the Project’s Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). Areas that are disturbed
around each turbine during construction will revert to the original land use after construction except for a
100-ft (30-m) diameter area around each turbine that PRWP will maintain for operation and maintenance
purposes. Upon the completion of construction the existing land use will be able to continue with very
little impact from the Project.
During final road grading, surface flows will be directed away from cut-and-fill slopes and into ditches
that outlet to natural drainages. PRWP will prepare and implement a SWPPP, which will include standard
sediment control devices (e.g., silt fences, straw bales, netting, soil stabilizers, check dams) to minimize
soil erosion during and after construction. Waste materials will be disposed of at approved and
appropriate landfills. Following construction, PRWP will ensure that all unused construction materials
and waste are picked up and removed from the Project area.
Contractors will provide trash barrels or dumpsters to collect all construction waste for proper disposal at
an approved facility. No waste disposal by incineration will occur. The O&M building will be used to
store parts and equipment needed for O&M. While PRWP does not anticipate the use of any liquid
chemicals within the Project area, PRWP will inspect and clean up the Project area following construction
to ensure that no solid (e.g., trash) or liquid wastes (e.g., used oil, fuel, turbine lubricating fluid) were
inadvertently spilled or left on-site.
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Cleanup crews will patrol the construction site on a regular basis to remove litter. Final site cleanup will
be performed prior to shifting responsibilities to O&M crews. O&M crews will use dumpsters on site for
daily maintenance waste.

2.3 PROJECT OPERATIONS,
RESTORATION

MAINTENANCE,

DECOMMISSIONING,

AND

2.3.1 Operations and Maintenance
PRWP will operate and maintain the Project. All turbines, collection and communications lines,
substations, and transmission lines will be operated in a safe manner according to standard industry
operation procedures. Routine maintenance of the turbines will be necessary to maximize performance
and detect potential inefficiencies. PRWP and the turbine supplier will control, monitor, operate, and
maintain the Project by means of the SCADA system, and regularly scheduled on-site inspections will be
conducted. Any problems will be promptly reported to on-site O&M personnel, who will perform both
routine maintenance and most major repairs. Most servicing will be performed up-tower, without using a
crane to remove the turbine from the tower. Additionally, all roads, pads, and trenched areas will be
regularly inspected and maintained to minimize erosion. PRWP anticipates that approximately 10 to 12
O&M staff will be employed throughout the life-of-project.
All maintenance activities will occur within areas previously disturbed by construction, so no new ground
disturbance will occur during O&M of the Project. Turbine maintenance is typically performed up-tower,
i.e., O&M personnel climb the towers and perform maintenance within the tower or nacelle and access
the towers using pick-up trucks, so no heavy equipment in needed. In the unlikely event (may never
occur) that a large crane would be needed for maintenance, vegetation will be cleared within the area
previously disturbed during construction to provide for safe and efficient operation of the crane, but no
soil disturbance will be necessary. Ground disturbing activities may include occasional need to access
underground cable or communications lines.
Access roads will be maintained as needed during O&M to prevent off-road detours due to ruts, mud
holes, etc. It is anticipated that maintenance will occur twice per year but more frequent maintenance will
be performed, if needed, to maintain roads in a condition acceptable to the county (for county roads) and
to the landowner (for private roads). All fuels and/or hazardous materials will be properly stored during
transportation and at the job site. Workers will be instructed to keep all job sites in a sanitary and safe
condition. Workers will be expected to respect the property rights of private landowners.
Vegetation mowing will occur along Project roads and around turbines for vegetation control purposes.
The transmission line route and other Project areas will be inspected for hazard trees that may pose safety
threats or potential damage to Project facilities. Hazard trees will be trimmed or cut as needed. Tree
cutting will occur from November 1 through March 1 to avoid impacting any roosting bats, unless PRWP
deems there is imminent threat of property damage and/or safety hazard were the tree to fall on Project
facilities.

2.3.2 Decommissioning and Restoration
At the end of the Project’s useful life, PRWP expects to explore alternatives for either repowering or
decommissioning the Project. One option may be to continue operation of the Project, providing energy
under a new long-term contract with a power purchaser or on a merchant basis. If it is determined that the
wind turbines will not continue operation, be replaced or repowered after 20 years, the following
sequence for removal of components will be implemented:

1) Turbines, transmission line, and substation will be dismantled and removed;
2) Pad-mounted transformers will be removed;
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3) All turbine and substation foundations will be removed to a depth of 4 ft (1 m); and
4) All disturbed areas and access roads will be graded to as near as practicable the original
contour, if the landowner requests that PRWP decommission these areas.
A decommissioning fund will be established based on the requirements of Livingston County and will
cover dismantling of the turbines and towers, as well as land reclamation, monitoring of revegetation
success, and reseeding if needed to ensure revegetation success. An independent expert, or Professional
Engineer, will be engaged to assess the size of fund needed based on resale or salvage value of the Project
components. This estimate, if required, will be re-assessed periodically and reported to Livingston
County.

2.4 WILDLIFE PROTECTION MEASURES
PRWP proposes to implement a host of measures designed to avoid and minimize impacts to birds, bats,
and the environment. These conservation and mitigation practices, which are a part of the proposed
Project, are summarized below:

2.4.1 General


All federal, state, and local environmental laws, orders, and regulations will be complied with.



Prior to construction, all supervisory construction personnel will be instructed on the protection of
wildlife resources including: (1) federal and state laws regarding plants and wildlife, including
collection and removal and (2) the importance of these resources and the purpose and necessity of
protecting them. This information will be disseminated through the contractor hierarchy to
ensure that all appropriate staff members are aware of the correct procedures and responsibility to
report wildlife incidences.



PRWP will monitor bird and bat carcasses at the site in accordance with the monitoring plan
presented in the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (MAMP; Appendix A), to verify the
effectiveness of the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation strategies incorporated in the
Pleasant Ridge Wind Farm.



PRWP has consulted and coordinated with USFWS and IDNR for mitigation activities related to
bats, eagles, other raptors, and other migratory birds. As discussed under Section 2.1 and below,
the Project has been sited such that potential impacts to these taxa are reduced. Additional
measures to avoid/minimize impacts to birds and bats are presented in Sections 2.4.2 – 2.4.5,
below.

2.4.2 Surveys and Siting
The effects of pre-construction, construction, and operational activities were taken into account during the
pre-development stage of this Project and were assessed by conducting wildlife surveys.
While many of these surveys were conducted prior to publication of the WEG, PRWP has determined that
the surveys, as updated in 2014, meet WEG recommendations (USFWS 2012). Pre-construction wildlife
and habitat surveys within the Project area include:


Site Characterization for Wildlife Issues (January 2009)



Chiropteran Risk Assessment (February 2009)



Habitat Mapping, Land Cover Analysis (April 2009 and May 2014)



Bird Use Counts (March 2009-February 2010)
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American Golden-plover Surveys (April-May 2009)



Smith’s Longspur Surveys (April-May 2009)



Raptor Nest Surveys (May 2009 and April 2014)



Bat Acoustic Surveys (July 2009-October 2009)



Bat Mist-netting (Summer 2011)



Summary of Natural Resources at the South Fork Vermilion River Crossing (July 2014)

PRWP has sited infrastructure to minimize and avoid adverse effects on federally listed plants and
summering Indiana bats and northern long-eared bats and to minimize impacts to migratory birds.
Mitigation measures incorporated into Project siting include the following:


Potentially-suitable foraging habitats for Indiana bat and northern long-eared bat were evaluated
for connectivity to one another and to the Vermilion and South Fork Vermilion rivers. If habitats
were determined to be connected, a 1,000 ft (305 m) setback from those habitats was established
to prevent the turbine sites from being connected to the Vermilion River system.



The Project has been sited in a previously disturbed landscape and to avoid critical habitats for
sensitive species.



Turbines will be located to avoid: (1) known bat hibernation, swarming, and maternity/nursery
colonies, (2) areas or features of the landscape known to attract raptors, and (3) potential bird
mortality, as practicable.



Fragmentation of wildlife habitat will be avoided through the use, where practical, of lands
already disturbed, including using existing roadways.

2.4.3 Surface Water, Soils, and Vegetation
Appropriate storm water management practices that do not create attractions for birds will be
implemented. A SWPPP will be prepared to ensure that erosion is minimized during storm events and
will be kept on-site at all construction sites, as well as in the construction contractors' offices. PRWP and
its contractors will implement the SWPPP. To minimize damage to the land surface and property,
contractors will limit the movement of crews and equipment to the Project site, including access routes, to
that which is necessary for safe and efficient construction. When weather and ground conditions permit,
construction-caused deep ruts will be leveled, filled and graded, or otherwise eliminated. Ruts, scars, and
compacted soils will be loosened and leveled using a ripper or disc or other landowner-approved method.
Damage to ditches, roads, and other features of the land will be repaired. Water bars or small terraces
will be constructed along access road ditches on hillsides to minimize water erosion and to facilitate
natural revegetation.


All federal regulations concerning the crossing of waters of the U.S., as listed in Title 33 Code of
Federal Regulations [C.F.R.] Part 323, will be complied with.



Wind turbines and most ancillary facilities will be built on uplands, which avoid surface water
features and designated floodplains.



Wind turbines will not be placed in areas containing waters of the U.S.



Refueling and staging will occur at least 300 ft (91 m) from the edge of a channel bank at all
stream channels. Sediment control measures will be utilized.
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Prior to construction, field surveys will be conducted to determine the presence of jurisdictional
wetlands and streams within the footprint of each turbine location and ancillary facilities. Once
the layout for the Project has been finalized, results of the field surveys and a summary of impacts
will be submitted to the USACE, and the required authorizations/permits will be obtained.



Roads, portions of roads, crane paths, and staging areas not required for operation and
maintenance will be restored to the original contour and made impassable to vehicular traffic.
Areas to be reclaimed will be contoured, graded, and seeded as needed to promote successful
revegetation, provide for proper drainage, and prevent erosion. Seed mixtures will be developed
based on best management practices for the region, requirements or recommendations by the
county, or specific requests by the landowner or easement requirements



Contractors will be required to cover riparian areas with mats made of timber or similar material
located along the transmission line ROW and minimize physical disturbance to riparian
vegetation during construction.



During Project construction, riparian areas will be avoided, where feasible. If avoidance is not
feasible, such as at the Vermilion River crossing, activities within riparian areas will be
conducted in conformance with SWPPP requirements.



During construction and operation of the Project, industry-standard best management practices
(BMP) will be implemented to protect topsoil and adjacent resources and to minimize soil
erosion. Practices may include containing excavated material, protecting exposed soil, stabilizing
restored material and revegetating areas as necessary.



Existing roads and previously disturbed lands will be used where feasible, to reduce vegetation
impacts within the Project area. Surface disturbance will be limited to that which is necessary for
safe and efficient construction.



All surface-disturbed areas will be restored to the approximate original contour and reclaimed in
accordance with easement agreements.



Removal or disturbance of vegetation will be minimized through site management (e.g., by
utilizing previously disturbed areas, designating limited equipment/materials storage yards and
staging areas, scalping) and reclaiming all disturbed areas not required for operations.



Soil erosion control measures will be monitored, especially after storms, and will be repaired or
replaced if needed.



Construction activities in areas of moderate to steep slopes (15-20%) will be avoided, where
possible.

2.4.4 Site Management


All carrion discovered on-site during regular maintenance and monitoring activities will be
removed to avoid attracting bald eagles and other raptors.



Hunting, fishing, dogs, or possession of firearms by its employees and its designated contractor(s)
in the Project area will be prohibited during construction, operation, and maintenance.



Project personnel will be advised regarding speed limits on roads (25 mph [11 m/s]) to minimize
wildlife mortality due to vehicle collisions.
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Potential increases in poaching will be minimized through employee and contractor education
regarding wildlife laws. If violations are discovered, the offense will be reported to the IDNR
and offending employee or contractor will be disciplined and may be dismissed by PRWP and/or
prosecuted by the IDNR.



Travel will be restricted to designated roads; no off-road travel will be allowed except in
emergencies.

2.4.5 Collision Risk
Lighting will be minimized to that which is required by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The
FAA typically requires every structure taller than 200 ft (61 m) above ground level to be lighted, but in
the case of wind power developments, FAA allows a strategic lighting plan that provides complete
conspicuity to aviators but does not require lighting every turbine. PRWP will develop a lighting plan for
the Project to be submitted for FAA approval. An estimated 60-65 percent of the Project's turbines will
be designated for lighting with medium intensity dual red synchronously flashing lights for night-time use
and daytime use, if needed. The turbines will be lighted only as required by FAA regulations, plus a low
voltage, shielded light on a motion sensor at the entrance door to each turbine. To avoid disorienting or
attracting birds or bats, FAA lighting on turbines will employ strobed, minimum-intensity lights as
recommended by the Service (USFWS 2012).
During the late summer and fall swarming and migration seasons (August 1 – October 7), Pleasant Ridge
turbines will be curtailed at 15.2 mph (6.9 m/s) from sunset to sunrise. This curtailment schedule targets
the seasons during which the majority of all bat mortalities have occurred at wind energy facilities (Arnett
et al. 2008) and the period during which bat activity was found to be the highest at the Pleasant Ridge
Project area (Good et al. 2010a).
Turbine blades will remain fully feathered (i.e., blades will be oriented parallel to the wind) so rotors will
move very slowly prior to reaching the turbine cut-in speed. At cut-in wind speeds, the blades will pitch
into the wind, rotor speeds will increase, and the generators will eventually close their electrical breaker
and begin generating electricity at some slightly higher wind speed, when steady wind power is provided
by the rotor to the generator.
PRWP will test the effectiveness of this operational protocol through monitoring during the first three
years of operation and once every three years thereafter (Appendix A).
The following collision-avoidance/minimization measures will also be implemented:


Unguyed, tubular towers and slow-rotating, upwind rotors will be used.



Avian Power Line Interaction Committee suggested practices (2006) will be used to ensure that
the transmission line is designed and constructed in a manner to minimize bird collision and
electrocution risk.



Collection and communication lines will be buried.

2.4.6 Fencing
The substation and O&M building will be fenced as required for public safety, but no other fencing is
proposed at this time. The public will continue to have access to portions of the Project area via public
roads and private roads that are regularly open to the public.
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2.4.7 Hazardous and Solid Wastes
All applicable hazardous material laws and regulations existing or hereafter enacted or promulgated
regarding these chemicals will be complied with and a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure
Plan (SPCCP) will be implemented. The only hazardous chemicals anticipated to be on-site are the
chemicals contained in diesel fuel, gasoline, coolant (ethylene glycol), and lubricants in machinery.
Hazardous chemicals contained in diesel fuel, gasoline, coolant (ethylene glycol), and lubricants will not
be stored in or near any stream, nor will any vehicle refueling or routine maintenance occur in or near
streams. When work is conducted in and adjacent to streams, fuels and coolants will be contained in the
fuel tanks and radiators of vehicles or other equipment.
Construction activities will be performed using standard construction best management practices so as to
minimize the potential for accidental spills of solid material, contaminants, debris, and other pollutants.
Excavated material or other construction materials will not be stockpiled or deposited near or on stream
banks.
No burning or burying of waste materials will occur at the Project site. The contractor will be responsible
for the removal of all waste materials from the construction area. All contaminated soil and construction
debris will be disposed of in approved landfills in accordance with appropriate environmental regulations.

2.4.8 Fire Protection
Fires will be handled in accordance with Invenergy Services LLC’s Fire Protection and Prevention Plan
(Invenergy Services LLC 2013). The plan includes pre-fire planning with the local fire department, fire
prevention through good housekeeping and equipment maintenance, reporting fires to the local fire
authorities and Invenergy management, and limited fire suppression using fire extinguishers by trained
Invenergy personnel.
At all times during construction and operation, satisfactory spark arresters will be maintained on internal
combustion engines.

2.4.9 Weeds
Mechanical measures will be used to control noxious weeds in all surface-disturbed areas.

2.4.10 Noise
Effective exhaust mufflers will be installed and properly maintained on all construction equipment.
PRWP will require construction contractors to comply with federal limits on truck noise. Construction
activities will take place mostly during daylights hours. Construction contractors will be required to
ensure their employee and delivery vehicles are driven responsibly. PRWP and its contractors will adhere
to a Project-wide speed limit of 25 mph (11 m/s) or lower depending on the requirements of the specific
equipment utilizing the roads. Nighttime construction work will be minimized, and when it does occur, it
generally will be limited to relatively quiet activities.
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3.0 AVIAN AND BAT RESOURCES
3.1 HABITAT DESCRIPTION
The Project area is located within the Central Corn Belt Plains Ecoregion, which encompasses a large
portion of central Illinois (Woods et al. 2007). The Central Corn Belt Plains Ecoregion is composed of
vast glaciated plains; much of this region was historically dominated by tallgrass prairie, with groves of
trees and marshes scattered across the level uplands. Topography within the Project area is flat to rolling,
with elevations ranging from 200 to 250 ft (61 to 76 m) above sea level (approximately). The South Fork
of the Vermilion River and a small portion of the Vermilion River are located within the Project area
(Figure 1.1). There are no protected areas within the Project area (Illinois Natural Preserves Commission
[INPC] 2013).
Land use within the Project area is dominated (92.6%) by tilled and un-tilled agriculture, primarily corn
(Zea spp.) and soybean (Glycine max) crops (Table 3.1). Due to high levels of disturbance and lack of
native vegetation, agricultural habitats are of limited quality for birds and bats. Cultivated agriculture is
rarely used as nesting habitat by birds, although certain, disturbance-tolerant species may forage in crops.
Agricultural fields may attract large flocks of birds, such as blackbirds and Canada geese (Branta
canadensis), during the fall migration and winter seasons (Erickson et al. 2002). Agricultural habitat does
not provide roosting habitat for bats, but certain bat species, primarily big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
and evening bat (Nycticeius humeralis), may forage over agricultural fields within the Project area. Other
bat species in the region may occasionally forage over crops within the Project area but are more likely to
use forested and open water habitats (Bat Conservation International, Inc. [BCI] 2014).
Table 3.1 Land Cover Types, Coverage, and Composition within the Pleasant Ridge Project Area,
Based on National Land Cover Database in May of 2014
Habitat

Acres [Hectares]

% Composition

55,946[22,641]

92.6

3,432[1,389]

5.7

Deciduous Forest

451[183]

0.7

Hay/Pasture

347[140]

0.6

Open Water

122[49]

0.2

Woody Wetlands

111[45]

0.2

Barren Land

19[8]

0.0

Herbaceous

3[1]

0.0

60,431[24,456]

100

Cultivated Crops (e.g., corn, soybeans)
Developed

Total

The remaining land cover within the Project area is comprised of developed areas (5.7%), and deciduous
forest, hayfields, pasture, open water, woody wetlands, barren land and herbaceous areas (1.7%
combined). Pasture, hayfields, and herbaceous areas may provide nesting habitat for grassland and
passerine birds. However, these habitats exist only as small, isolated patches within the Project area.
Similarly, the Project area contains only limited amounts of forested habitat (woodlot, shelterbelts).
Forest fragments such as those found within the Project area are typically not considered high-quality
nesting habitat for birds due to their limited size and abundance of edge habitat, which is associated with
higher incidence of nest predation and parasitism (U.S. Geological Survey [USGS] 2011). These small
patches of forest habitat may receive higher levels of bird use during migration, as forest fragments often
provide stopover habitat for migrating passerines and other birds (Packett and Dunning 2009). Forest
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fragments within the Project area may also provide limited amounts of foraging or roosting habitat for the
nine bat species whose geographic distributions include Livingston County. Many of these species also
forage along stream corridors or over water and may use the small areas of open water within the Project
area (BCI 2014).
The transmission line crossing of the South Fork Vermilion River was inspected on August 21, 2014, to
document environmental conditions along this 400-ft long x 150-ft wide segment of the route. The
survey area was comprised of bottomland forested floodplain bordering the South Fork Vermilion River.
Canopy tree species included red, white and black oaks (Quercusrubra, Q. alba, and Q. velutina,
respectively), black walnut (Juglans nigra) and hackberry (Celtis occidentalis). The understory was
dominated by stinging nettle (Urtica dioica), black raspberry (Rubus occidentalis), gooseberry (Ribes sp.)
and honeysuckle (Lonicera sp.). Coarse woody debris was present in low to moderate amounts. Two
trees were identified as potential bat roosts, one located on the western bank of the river (a standing snag
with multiple open limb scar holes and a hollow cavity) and one located on the eastern bank of the river (a
standing snag with open limb scar holes and dead split limbs.
Site Characterization for Wildlife Issues
A Biological Site Characterization Study was prepared for PRWP in January 2009 (Ritzert and Good
2009). Published literature, field guides, public data sets, the November 12, 2008 USFWS
correspondence and the January 2, 2009 IDNR correspondence were all used to identify biological
resources within the Project area. This information has also been updated with the September 8, 2014
IDNR correspondence.
Much of the site is located on flat cropland which is generally recommended by the USFWS as the ideal
location for wind projects. The flat agricultural fields within the Project area lack defined topographic
edges and the Project is not located near any major ridgelines or other features that might funnel raptors
or migrating songbirds through the Project. The amount of suitable stopover habitat (e.g., wetlands,
grasslands, forest/woodland habitat) for migrating songbirds is limited within the Project. Waterfowl and
shorebirds may utilize croplands in the Project area during migration. While site characteristics suggest
that the area will not concentrate most migrating birds, information compiled by Region 3 of the USFWS
indicates raptors and other bird species will likely migrate over the Project area as they travel across
central Illinois to and from migration routes that follow the shoreline of the Great Lakes (Ritzert and
Good 2009). Additionally, bird use of the area is expected to be higher near restored grasslands, Indian
Creek and the South Fork of the Vermilion River in the Project area. The proposed Project is located
within the migratory route for the Smith’s longspur (Calcarius pictus) and the American golden-plover
(Pluvialis dominica; Ritzert and Good 2009).
There is limited potential for species protected under the ESA to occur in the Project area due to the
preponderance of tilled agriculture. The whooping crane (Grus americana) has some potential to occur
during migration, and a new ultra-light led migration route occurs within Livingston County. This
population is listed as “experimental and non-essential” under the ESA, but is still protected under the
MBTA. The federally endangered Indiana bat and proposed-for-listing northern long-eared bat

also have some potential to breed within forested areas and migrate through the site, although
this potential is considered low due to the preponderance of tilled agriculture.
In their September 2014 letter, the IDNR identified five state-listed bird species which may occur within
the current Project boundary (Figure 1.1) including the loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), upland
sandpiper (Bartramia longicauda), osprey (Pandion haliaetus), black-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus
erthropthalmus), and northern harrier (Circus cyaneus). Although the Project area contains mostly
cropland, there are localized shelterbelts, grassland, hayfields and wetland habitat, and there is potential
for state listed species to occur in these areas.
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A limited amount of potential raptor nesting habitat is available within the Project area, mainly within
small riparian corridors and shelterbelts.

3.2 PRE-CONSTRUCTION AVIAN SURVEYS
3.2.1 Fixed-Point Bird Use Surveys
Fixed-point bird use surveys were conducted within the Project area from March 5, 2009, through March
2, 2010 (Good et al. 2010b). Surveys were conducted at 35 points established throughout the thenproposed Project area which was larger than and completely encompassed the current Project area.
Surveys were conducted weekly during the spring and fall migration seasons and monthly during the
winter to estimate the seasonal, spatial, and temporal use of the Project area by birds, particularly raptors.
No surveys were conducted during the summer. A total of 509 20-minute fixed-point surveys were
completed. Results of these surveys are summarized below (from Good et al. 2010b).
Sixty-seven species were observed during all fixed-point surveys (Table 3.2), with an average species
richness of 0.66 large bird species/2,625-ft [800-m] plot/20-min survey and 1.47 small bird species/328-ft
[100-m] plot/20-min survey. The total number of species was greater in the spring (59 species) then in the
fall (38) or winter (25). The most abundant bird species observed, regardless of size, were European
starling (Sturnus vulagris; 1,320 observations), red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus; 656
observations) and brown-headed cowbird (Molothrus ater; 581 observations). The most abundant large
bird species observed were killdeer (Charadrius vociferous; 169 individuals) and American crow (Corvus
brachyrhynchos; 169 observations).
A total of 5,325 bird observations comprised of 1,469 separate groups were recorded during the surveys.
Overall, use by large bird species was higher during the spring and fall (3.40 and 2.43 birds/2,625-ft [800m] plot /20-min survey, respectively) than during the winter (1.05 birds/2,625-ft [800-m] plot /20-min
survey; Table 3.3). Small bird use followed a similar pattern, with higher use in the spring and fall (9.10
and 10.53 birds/328-ft [100-m] plot /20-min survey, respectively) than in the winter (4.58 birds/328-ft
[100-m] plot /20-min survey).
Waterbirds
Waterbirds had the highest use in the spring (0.06 bird/800-m plot/20-min survey), followed by the fall
(0.02) and winter (<0.01). Great blue heron (Ardea herodias) had the highest use of all waterbirds during
all three seasons. Waterbirds comprised 3.3 percent of the overall large bird use in the spring, 1.3 percent
in the fall, and 0.6 percent in the winter. Waterbirds were observed during 6 percent of the spring surveys,
2.3 percent of the fall surveys, and 0.7 percent of the winter surveys.
Waterfowl
Waterfowl had similar use during the fall (0.55 bird/800-m plot/20-min survey) and spring (0.51), and
lower use in the winter (0.07). Snow goose (Chen caerulescens) and Canada goose (Branta canadensis)
were the only waterfowl observed during the fall season, and use by snow goose was higher than use by
Canada goose (0.34 and 0.21 bird/800-m plot/20-min survey, respectively). Six waterfowl species were
observed during the spring season, with Canada goose comprising the majority of use (0.30 bird/800-m
plot/20-min survey). Only one species, Canada goose, was observed in the winter (0.07 bird/800-m
plot/20-min survey). Waterfowl comprised 31.8 percent of the overall large bird use during the fall, 26.6
percent during the spring, and 6 percent in the winter. Waterfowl were observed more frequently in the
spring (7.7%) and the fall (2.9%).
Shorebirds
Shorebirds had similar use in the spring (0.48 bird/800-m plot/20-min survey) and fall (0.35), and no
shorebirds were observed in the winter. Killdeer comprised the majority of use during both seasons
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(25.3% of the overall large bird use in the spring and 20.3% in the fall). Shorebirds were observed during
34.3 percent of the surveys in the spring and 13.1 percent of surveys in the fall.
Raptors
A total of 100 raptor observations were recorded within the PRWP, representing seven species. The most
common raptor species observed during the surveys within the study area were red-tailed hawk (Buteo
jamaicensis; 50 individuals), American kestrel (Falco sparverius; 22 individuals) and northern harrier (19
individuals).
Raptor use was highest in the winter (0.28 bird/800-m plot/20-min survey), followed by the fall (0.21)
and spring (0.15). Winter use was primarily comprised of red-tailed hawk (0.11), American kestrel (0.08),
and northern harrier (0.06). Red-tailed hawks had the highest use of any raptor in the fall (0.10) and
spring (0.09). Raptors comprised 23 percent of the overall large bird use in the winter, 12.1 percent in the
fall, and 7.9 percent in the spring. Raptors were observed during 21.2 percent of surveys in the winter and
17.7 percent in the fall, and 12.3 percent of the surveys in the spring.
Data collected during fixed-point count surveys did not indicate the presence of important eagle use areas
(i.e. nests and breeding territories, communal roosts and foraging concentrations, migration corridors and
stopovers) within the Project area (Good et al. 2010b). An additional survey was conducted in May 2014
to evaluate habitat within the current Project area and a 10-mile buffer for potential eagle nests (see
Section 3.2.2).
Passerines
A 100-m radius plot was used for small birds, thus making them not directly comparable to the large bird
types. Passerine use was higher in the fall (8.69 birds/100-m plot/20-min survey) and the spring (7.36)
compared to the winter (3.50). European starling had the highest use by any one species during the fall
(3.97 birds/100-m plot/20-min survey), while red-winged blackbird had the highest use in the spring
(1.78) and dark-eyed junco (Junco hyemalis) had the highest use in the winter (1.38). Passerines were
observed during 87.6 percent of the spring surveys, 66.9 percent of the fall surveys, and 48.5 percent of
the winter surveys. Only 1 percent of all passerine observations were within the presumed rotor-swept
zone.
Sensitive Species
The only sensitive species recorded during the fixed-point bird use surveys was the northern harrier. A
total of 19 northern harrier observations, a state-listed endangered species, were recorded during point
counts, as well as an additional 10 incidental observations. The number of observations may represent
repeated observations of the same individual in some cases. Specific American golden-plover and Smith’s
longspur surveys were also conducted (see Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4).
Table 3.2 Number of Observations and Groups, by Season and Overall, for each Bird Type, Raptor
Subtype, and Species Observed during Fixed-Point Bird Use Surveys at the Pleasant
Ridge Project Area, March 5, 2009-March 2, 2010 (Good et al. 2010b)

Species/ Type
Waterbirds
great blue heron
ring-billed gull
Waterfowl
Canada goose

Scientific Name

Ardea herodias
Larus delawarensis
Branta canadensis

Spring
#
#
grps
obs
13
14
12
13
1
1
23
123
14
68
26

Fall
#
grps
4
4
0
5
4

#
obs
4
4
0
97
37

Winter
#
#
grps obs
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
10
1
10

Total
#
grps
18
17
1
29
19

#
obs
19
18
1
230
115
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northern
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Spring
#
#
grps
obs

Fall
#
grps

#
obs

Winter
#
#
grps obs

Total
#
grps

#
obs

Anas crecca

1

5

0

0

0

0

1

5

Anas platyrhynchos

5

14

0

0

0

0

5

14

Anas clypeata

1

10

0

0

0

0

1

10

ring-necked duck

Aythya collaris

1

20

0

0

0

0

1

20

snow goose
Shorebirds

Chen caerulescens

1
83

6
109

1
23

60
62

0
0

0
0

2
106

66
171

81

107

23

62

0

0

104

169

Fulica americana

2
1
1
29
2

2
6
6
33
2

0
0
0
34
3

0
0
0
37
4

0
0
0
28
0

0
0
0
30
0

2
1
1
91
5

2
6
6
100
6

Accipiter cooperii

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

Accipter striatus

1

1

3

4

0

0

4

5

18

21

16

17

12

13

46

51

Buteo jamaicensis

18

21

16

17

11

12

45

50

Buteo lagopus

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

4

4

7

8

7

7

18

19

4

4

7

8

7

7

18

19

5

6

8

8

8

8

21

22

5

6

8

8

8

8

21

22

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

2

Vultures
turkey vulture
Cathartes aura
Upland Game
Birds
ring-necked
Phasianus colchicus
pheasant

18
18

31
31

7
7

13
13

0
0

0
0

25
25

44
44

16

17

5

5

1

1

22

23

16

17

5

5

1

1

22

23

Doves/Pigeons

43

82

21

66

2

9

66

157

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

killdeer
Wilson's snipe
Rails/Coots
American coot
Raptors
Accipiters
Cooper's hawk
sharp-shinned
hawk
Buteos
red-tailed hawk
rough-legged
hawk
Northern
Harrier
northern harrier

Charadrius
vociferus
Gallinago delicata

Circus cyaneus

Falcons
American kestrel

Falco sparverius

Owls
great horned owl

Eurasian
collared-dove

Bubo virginianus

Streptopelia
decaocto
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Spring
#
#
grps
obs

Fall

Winter
#
#
grps obs

#
grps

#
obs

44

19

58

2

14

37

2

8

15

31

10

15

31

992
Carduelis tristis

American robin

Turdus migratorius

American
sparrow

Total
#
grps

#
obs

9

49

111

0

0

16

45

21

14

86

39

138

10

21

14

86

39

138

2,161

196

1,744

73

417 1,261 4,322

15

19

34

67

1

1

50

87

120

271

39

183

1

5

160

459

Spizella arborea

1

5

0

0

3

14

4

19

Baltimore oriole

Icterus galbula

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

barn swallow
black-capped
chickadee
blue jay

Hirundo rustica

54

83

5

25

0

0

59

108

Poecile atricapillus

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

2

Cyanocitta cristata

4

4

6

8

3

4

13

16

131

323

5

256

1

2

137

581

Species/ Type

Scientific Name

mourning dove

Zenaida macroura

28

rock pigeon

Columba livia

Large Corvids
American crow
Passerines
American
goldfinch
tree

Corvus
brachyrhynchos

brown-headed
cowbird

Molothrus ater

brown thrasher

Toxostoma rufum

3

3

1

1

0

0

4

4

Carolina
chickadee

Poecile carolinensis

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

2

8

9

0

0

0

0

8

9

0

0

2

20

0

0

2

20

122

300

7

16

0

0

129

316

chipping sparrow Spizella passerina
cliff swallow

Petrochelidon
pyrrhonota

common grackle

Quiscalus quiscula

dark-eyed junco

Junco hyemalis

1

1

0

0

4

101

5

102

dickcissel

Spiza americana

9

12

2

2

0

0

11

14

eastern bluebird

Sialia sialis

1

6

4

7

0

0

5

13

eastern kingbird

Tyrannus tyrannus

2

2

0

0

0

0

2

2

eastern
meadowlark

Sturnella magna

80

94

3

3

0

0

83

97

eastern phoebe

Sayornis phoebe

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

eastern towhee

Pipilo
erythrophthalmus

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

European
starling

Sturnus vulgaris

56

254

33

903

12

163

101

1,320
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Species/ Type

Scientific Name

field sparrow

Spizella pusilla
Dumetella
carolinensis
Eremophila
alpestris
Carpodacus
mexicanus

gray catbird
horned lark
house finch

Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy

Spring
#
#
grps
obs
3
3

Fall
#
grps
0

#
obs
0

Winter
#
#
grps obs
0
0

Total
#
grps
3

#
obs
3

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

91

143

21

55

35

70

147

268

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

2

house sparrow

Passer domesticus

12

20

1

1

4

15

17

36

house wren
indigo bunting
Lapland
longspur

Troglodytes aedon
Passerina cyanea
Calcarius
lapponicus
Cardinalis
cardinalis

2
5

2
5

0
1

0
1

0
0

0
0

2
6

2
6

6

37

1

10

5

31

12

78

7

7

0

0

1

1

8

8

202

485

18

163

1

8

221

656

northern cardinal
red-winged
blackbird
savannah
sparrow
song sparrow
tree swallow

Agelaius phoeniceus
Passerculus
sandwichensis
Melospiza melodia
Tachycineta bicolor

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

18
8

24
11

1
2

1
6

1
0

1
0

20
10

26
17

tufted titmouse

Baeolophus bicolor

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

vesper sparrow

Pooecetes
gramineus

24

28

8

14

0

0

32

42

yellow-rumped
warbler

Dendroica coronata

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

16

19

7

8

1

1

24

28

Other Birds
belted kingfisher

Ceryle alcyon

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

chimney swift
downy
woodpecker

Chaetura pelagica

7

10

0

0

0

0

7

10

Picoides pubescens

4

4

1

1

0

0

5

5

northern flicker

Colaptes auratus

3

3

5

6

0

0

8

9

red-bellied
woodpecker
red-headed
woodpecker
Overall

Melanerpes
carolinus
Melanerpes
erythrocephalus

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

2

2

312

2,057

121

1,249 2,626

29

555 1,682 5,238
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Table 3.3 Mean Bird Use1, Percent of Total Composition (%), and Frequency of Occurrence (%),
by Season and Overall, for each Bird Type, Raptor Subtype, and Species Observed
during Fixed-Point Surveys at the Pleasant Ridge Project Area, March 5, 2009-March
2, 2010 (Good et al. 2010b)
Species/Type
Waterbirds
great blue heron
ring-billed gull
Waterfowl
Canada goose
green-winged teal
mallard
northern shoveler
ring-necked duck
snow goose
Shorebirds
killdeer
Wilson's snipe
Rails/Coots
American coot
Raptors
Accipiters
Cooper's hawk

Spring
0.06
0.06
<0.01
0.51
0.3
0.02
0.06
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.48
0.47
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.15
<0.01
<0.01

Use
Fall
0.02
0.02
0
0.55
0.21
0
0
0
0
0.34
0.35
0.35
0
0
0
0.21
0.02
0

Winter
<0.01
<0.01
0
0.07
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.28
0
0

sharp-shinned hawk

<0.01

0.02

0

0.2

1.3

0

0.4

1.7

0

Buteos
red-tailed hawk

0.09
0.09

0.1
0.1

0.11
0.11

4.9
4.9

5.6
5.6

9.5
8.9

7.7
7.7

9.1
9.1

10.6
9.9

0

0

<0.01

0

0

0.6

0

0

0.7

Northern Harrier
northern harrier
Falcons
American kestrel
Owls
great horned owl
Vultures
turkey vulture
Upland Game Birds

0.01
0.01
0.03
0.03
0
0
0.15
0.15
0.07

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0
0
0.07
0.07
0.03

0.06
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.03
0.03
0
0
<0.01

0.7
0.7
1.8
1.8
0
0
8.1
8.1
3.8

2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
0
0
4.3
4.3
1.6

4.8
4.8
6.5
6.5
2.3
2.3
0
0
0.6

1.4
1.4
2.8
2.8
0
0
8.9
8.9
7

4
4
4.6
4.6
0
0
4
4
2.9

5
5
7
7
1.4
1.4
0
0
0.7

ring-necked pheasant
Doves/Pigeons
Eurasian collared-dove
mourning dove
rock pigeon
Large Corvids
American crow
Overall

0.07
0.34
<0.01
0.19
0.14
0.12
0.12
1.91

0.03
0.38
0
0.33
0.05
0.12
0.12
1.74

<0.01
0.08
0
0.08
0
0.75
0.75
1.19

3.8
17.6
0.2
9.8
7.5
6.3
6.3
100

1.6
22
0
19
2.6
6.9
6.9
100

0.6
7.1
0
7.1
0
62.7
62.7
100

7
17.6
0.4
11.8
5.8
5.6
5.6
100

2.9
12
0
11
1.1
5.7
5.7
100

0.7
2.1
0
2.1
0
11.3
11.3
100

rough-legged hawk

1

% Composition
Spring Fall Winter
3.3
1.3
0.6
3.1
1.3
0.6
0.2
0
0
26.6
32
6
15.7
12
6
0.9
0
0
3.3
0
0
1.9
0
0
3.7
0
0
1.1
20
0
25.3
20
0
24.7
20
0
0.6
0
0
1.1
0
0
1.1
0
0
7.9
12
23
0.4
1.3
0
0.2
0
0

% Frequency
Spring Fall Winter
6
2.3
0.7
5.6
2.3
0.7
0.4
0
0
7.9
2.9
0.7
5.4
2.3
0.7
0.4
0
0
2.2
0
0
0.4
0
0
0.4
0
0
0.4
0.6
0
34.3
13
0
33.3
13
0
1.1
0
0
0.4
0
0
0.4
0
0
12.3
18
21.2
0.7
1.7
0
0.4
0
0

Number of large birds/2,625-ft [800-m] plot /20-min survey, Number of small birds/328-ft [100-m] plot/20-min survey
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3.2.2 Raptor Nest Surveys
The first round of raptor nest surveys was conducted in March 2009 using a ground-based approach
(Good et al. 2010b). This survey included the entire then-proposed Project area and was completed by
driving along public roads and accessible private roads looking for raptor nest structures within areas of
suitable habitat. Two active red-tailed hawk nests and one inactive raptor nest were discovered within the
Project area.
Another raptor nest survey was completed on April 16, 2014, using a fixed-wing aerial straight-line
transect eagle and raptor nest survey methods, following the guidelines established in the ECPG (USFWS
2013a, Stantec 2014). This survey included the current Project area as well as a 10-mile (16-km) buffer.
No bald eagle nests were observed, and two active red-tailed hawk nests were identified. In addition,
seven great blue heron rookeries were observed within the 10-mile (16-km) Project buffer. One inactive
likely buteo nest occurs in the forested corridor where the transmission line will cross the South Fork
Vermilion River, and was discovered in the 2014 survey of that crossing.

3.2.3 American Golden-plover Surveys
Fourteen American golden-plover surveys were conducted between March 31 and May 14, 2009. Surveys
were conducted by driving all public roads at approximately 20 mph in the then-proposed Project area and
recording the number, location, and habitat of all American golden-plovers observed. Twice each survey
day, observers spent a minimum of 30 minutes observing areas being used by American golden-plovers to
record behavior, with a specific emphasis on obtaining flight height data. Eight groups of 113 American
golden-plovers were observed during these surveys

3.2.4 Smith’s Longspur Surveys
Smith’s longspur surveys were conducted between March 31 and May 14, 2009 (Good et al. 2010b). The
Project area was accessed by vehicle to determine where potential suitable habitat was located. Observers
conducted point count surveys in suitable habitat two days per week for 30 min. Any Smith’s longspurs
observed were recorded, along with information on their behavior and flight heights. In addition to point
count surveys, all Smith’s longspurs observed while conducting American golden-plover surveys were
recorded and their location plotted on a map. No Smith’s longspurs were observed.

3.3 PRE-CONSTRUCTION BAT SURVEYS
3.3.1 Chiropteran Risk Assessment
A preliminary risk assessment for bat species at PRWP was conducted in February 2009 (BHE 2009),
including a desktop review as well as a site visit on November 17, 2008. Tree cover in all of Livingston
County totals only 1.3 percent, leaving little habitat for most migratory, tree-roosting bat species. Nine
species have distributions that include Livingston County (Table 3.4). Wooded habitat is uncommon and
occurs primarily along watercourses, particularly Indian Creek and the Vermilion River in the northwest
portion of the Project area. Other than these areas, located in the northwest portion of the Project area, the
Project area lacks significant land features such as ridgelines, river corridors, or forested expanses that
may be used by migrating bats.
Good bat foraging and roosting habitat occurs at the transmission line crossing of the South Fork
Vermilion River, and two trees were identified as potential bat roosts, one located on the western bank of
the river (a standing snag with multiple open limb scar holes and a hollow cavity) and one located on the
eastern bank of the river (a standing snag with open limb scar holes and dead split limbs (Shoener
Environmental 2014).
Nine bat species, all members of the family Vespertilionidae, have geographic distributions that include
Livingston County (Table 3.4): big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus), silver-haired bat (Lasioncysteris
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noctivagans), eastern red bat (Lasiurus borealis), hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus), little brown bat (Myotis
lucifugus), northern long-eared bat, Indiana bat, tri-colored bat (Perimyotis subflavus), and evening bat
(Nycticereius humeralis) (BCI 2014; Table 3.4). Of these species, only the Indiana bat is listed under the
ESA as endangered. The northern long-eared bat is currently proposed by the USFWS for listing under
the ESA as endangered, and a separate request has been submitted for a status review of the little brown
bat.
Table 3.4 Bat Species Potentially Present within the Pleasant Ridge Project Area during Summer,
Winter, and Migration (Summer/Fall)(BHE 2009).
Potential Seasonal Presence within 5 mi (8 km) of the
Pleasant Ridge Project Area
Species

Federal status

Summer

Winter

Migration

X

X

Big brown bat

None

X

Silver-haired bat

None

X

X

Eastern red bat

None

X

X

Hoary bat

None

X

X

Little brown bat

Status review

X

X

Northern long-eared
bat

Proposed
Endangered

X

X

Indiana bat

Endangered

X

X

Evening bat

None

X

X

Tri-colored bat

None

X

X

3.3.2 Acoustic Surveys
Acoustic surveys of bat activity within the Project area were conducted from July 15 to October 21, 2009
(Good et al. 2010a). Surveys designed to detect ultrasonic bat calls within the Project area were
implemented using 6 Anabat™ SD1 detectors places at five meteorological (MET) towers as well as one
non-met tower site expected to receive high levels of bat activity.
Across all stations, the majority (60.1%) of the calls were less than 30 kilohertz in frequency (e.g., big
brown bat, hoary bat, silver-haired bat), while 25.7 percent were 30 to 40 kilohertz in frequency (e.g.
eastern red bat, evening bat). The remaining 14.2 percent of calls were by high-frequency bat species
(e.g., little brown bat, northern long-eared bat, Indiana bat, tri-colored bat). At the MET towers, a slightly
higher percentage of passes were by low-frequency species (68.8%), while high-frequency species
comprised 16.4 percent of all passes, and passes by mid-frequency bats accounted for 14.8 percent of
passes. Species identification was possible for the hoary and eastern red bat, which made up less than 1.0
percent and 2.5 percent of passes at all stations, respectively. When the non-MET station is excluded from
analysis, hoary bats composed less than 1 percent of all bat passes, and eastern red bats made up 2.6
percent of bat passes. Activity levels for bat passes peaked in late July at the non-MET station. For MET
stations, activity levels peaked in late August. Activity levels for hoary and eastern red bats were highest
in late July/early August, suggesting these species may migrate through the study area during this time
period.
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The mean number of bat passes per detector-night was compared to existing data from nine studies of
seven wind-energy facilities where both bat activity and mortality levels have been measured. The level
of bat activity documented at the PRWP was higher than that at wind-energy facilities in Minnesota and
Wyoming, where reported bat mortalities are low, but was much lower than at facilities in the eastern
U.S., where reported bat mortality is highest.

Table 3.5 Summary of Bat Passes Recorded at Pleasant Ridge Wind Farm between 15 July
and 21 October 2009.
Anabat
Station

Location

Non-MET Site
PR5
ground
MET Sites
PR1g
ground
PR1h
raised
PR2g
ground
PR2h
raised
PR3
ground
PR4
ground
PR6g
ground
PR6h
raised
Total ground
Total raised
Total
All Bat Data
Total ground
Total raised
Total

Highfrequency
passes

Midfrequency
Passes

Lowfrequency
passes

Total
Bat
Passes

DetectorNights

232

557

984

1,773

90

23
1
20
2
46
44
13
2
146
5
151

12
21
9
18
28
38
10
1
97
40
137

58
68
56
79
145
186
39
4
484
151
635

93
90
85
99
219
268
62
7
727
196
923

19
54
28
63
89
75
42
41
253
158
411

378
5
383

654
40
694

1,468
151
1,619

2,500
196
2,696

343
158
501

Arnett et al. (2006) and Redell et al. (2006) reported greater high frequency group activity at low
elevations and greater low frequency group activity at high elevations. Based upon the relative number of
ultrasound calls recorded, results from these studies suggest that during the fall migration bats with high
frequency calls (smaller bats) are less active at rotor-swept height than bats with low frequency calls
(larger bats). This is consistent with results of studies that suggest different species of bats partition their
use of habitats vertically (Kalcounis et al. 1999; Hayes and Gruver 2000). Results from Pleasant Ridge
indicate patterns similar to these studies, as ground-based units averaged more bat calls per night (3.09)
than the raised stations (1.14).
Acoustic data, such as these described for the Pleasant Ridge Wind Farm, are useful in characterizing bat
communities and populations at a study site. However, these data are not reliable for definitively
determining species presence at a site because of the similarity in echolocation frequencies between
species, and patterns shared among species. As such, these data are most often used to determine bat
activity at the genus level or, indirectly, by call frequency groupings, as discussed above. Furthermore,
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acoustic data cannot be used to estimate local population sizes of bat species in a specific geographic area
because there is no way to determine how many bats made the calls that were recorded (e.g., a single bat
can fly by a detector multiple times), nor can the sex or age of a bat be determined from acoustic data
(Kunz et al 2007).

3.3.3 Indiana Bat Mist-net Study
A summer Indiana bat mist-net survey was conducted within the Project area in 2011 (Murray et al.
2011). The main objectives were to: 1) determine the presence/probable absence of the Indiana bat during
the summer and 2) document the occurrence of other bat species.
Mist-nest surveys were conducted at six sites between June 30 and July 20, 2011, for a total of 26 net
nights. Bats were captured at five of six sites, ranging from zero to 29 bats per site. A total of 83 bats of 5
species were captured. Big brown bats were the most common species (56 bats; 67.5% of total captures)
followed by eastern red bats (20.5%), northern long-eared bats (6.0%), evening bats (2.4%), and hoary
bats (2.4%). One unidentified Myotis bat was also captured, but it escaped from the mist-net before it
could be identified.
The mist-net survey at PRWP was consistent with and exceeded the standard recommendation by the
USFWS (2007). No Indiana bats were captured, and it was thus determined that there is a probable
absence of the Indiana bat from the Project area during the summer (Murray et al. 2011). Though not
listed at the time of the surveys, the northern long-eared bat has been proposed for listing as endangered
by the USFWS since the mist-netting survey was completed. Five northern long-eared bats were captured
at three of the mist-netting sites, all located in the northwest portion of the Project area, north of Fairbury,
Illinois (Murray et al. 2011).
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4.0 POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO BIRDS AND BATS
4.1 BIRDS
4.1.1 Habitat Fragmentation
Decommissioning

and

Displacement

during

Construction

and

The Project is sited within previously altered habitat that is dominated by tilled and un-tilled agriculture,
and developed areas, which comprise over 98 percent of the area. The area also receives regular
vehicular traffic and human activity, especially during the growing season. PRWP has committed to
placing turbines within tilled and untilled agricultural areas and avoiding placing turbines within pasture
and grassland habitats.
Construction of the Project will temporarily disturb approximately 511 acres (207 ha); 140 acres (57 ha)
will remain disturbed throughout the life of the Project. Because the Project is sited in a largely
agricultural setting and facilities have been micro-sited to avoid native habitats, fragmentation of native
habitats from Project construction will be low. Incidental injury/ mortality and disturbance of birds due to
elevated levels of human activity during construction and decommissioning are also expected to be low.
The large majority of birds detected during surveys within and near the Project area were common species
adapted to human disturbance (Good et al. 2010b); these species are less likely to be displaced due to
Project activities (Shaffer and Johnson 2008, Kerlinger 2002). Avian habitat within the Project area is
predominately disturbed or fragmented, with a high ratio of edge habitat to interior habitat. Additionally,
pre-construction surveys indicate that bird use and diversity in the Project area is relatively low (Good et
al. 2010b). Displacement effects from Project construction and decommissioning are therefore expected
to be low.
Incidental injury or mortality of juvenile birds may occur if construction occurs in non-tilled areas during
the breeding season. However, nesting habitat for ground- and shrub-nesting birds is limited within the
Project area, due to the predominance of active agriculture, and PRWP has incorporated several strategies
in the Project siting process and construction plans, discussed in Section 2.4, which are designed to
minimize these potential impacts. Direct injury or mortality during construction and decommissioning is
expected to be low.
The nest tree containing a likely buteo nest located in the transmission line corridor at the crossing of the
South Fork Vermilion River will be removed during tree clearing, which will be conducted during the
period from November 1 to March 1 to avoid disturbing nesting birds. Loss of habitat associated with
removal of the nest tree and other trees in this small area constitutes a minor impact to birds, as adjacent
habitat and possible nest trees are available along the South Fork Vermilion River corridor.

4.1.2 Displacement and Collision-related Mortality during Operations
Although Project operations have the potential to cause displacement of birds from the Project area, bird
species sensitive to disturbance currently exhibit low use of the Project area and minimal suitable habitat
for these species is present, as discussed above. The majority of birds occurring within the Project area
are members of common, disturbance-tolerant species (Good et al. 2010b). Therefore, it is unlikely that
displacement impacts from the turbines would greatly alter the composition of the area’s avian
community. For species that are displaced, it is unclear if displacement impacts would persist for the life
of the Project; certain species may adapt to the presence of the turbines (Ornithological Council 2007).
Studies of displacement impacts to birds from operating turbines are limited; clear and consistent patterns
of impacts have yet to be established (Poulton 2010).
Northern harrier, a state-endangered grassland species, was observed using the Project area during the
spring, fall and winter seasons. Displacement of migrating northern harriers from wind turbines has not
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been documented. Breeding northern harriers showed lower than expected use of the Buffalo Ridge, MN
Phase 2 wind project at small (within 328 ft [100 m]) and large (344-17,598 ft [105-5,364 m]) scales in a
1998 Before/After-Control/Impact (BACI) study of grassland bird use (Johnson et al. 2000). However,
use of the Phase 2 area at a small scale by northern harriers was not significantly different than expected
in 1999, nor was use of Phase 2 or 3 areas at a large scale different than expected in 1999.
American golden-plover is a federal species of conservation concern (USFWS 2008) and an Illinois
species of greatest need of concern (IDNR 2005), and 113 observations were recorded during speciesspecific surveys (Good et al. 2010b). American golden-plovers have not been shown to be especially
susceptible to collisions with turbines. A fatality study was conducted at a wind-energy facility in Benton
County, Indiana, which is adjacent to a known American golden-plover Important Bird Area (Audubon
2014) that receives use from an estimated 42,000 – 84,000 American golden-plovers during spring
migration, yet no American golden-plover fatalities were found (Johnson et al. 2009). No American
golden-plover carcasses have been recorded at wind energy projects in Henry or Vermilion Counties,
Illinois (Good et al. 2013, Gruver et al. 2013, Ritzert et al. 2013, Simon et al. 2013, Good et al. 2014,
Gruver et al. 2014, Ritzert et al. 2014a,b,c, Simon et al. 2014).
The operating turbines will also pose a risk of bird mortalities from collisions. Based on the results of
post-construction mortality studies at similar facilities, the Project should have fatality rates similar to
those observed at other western and Midwestern facilities, within the range of 0.44 to 11.83
birds/turbines/year. A comparison of the Pleasant Ridge pre-construction avian survey results to other
available pre-construction survey reports indicates that surveys within the Project area detected many
fewer birds and fewer species than have generally been detected at other Midwest wind energy sites.
Publically available pre-construction surveys for wind projects in Illinois are extremely limited; however,
surveys at several other agricultural wind energy project areas in Wisconsin reported much higher
numbers of birds detected for given levels of survey effort. Survey results are not directly comparable
across these sites due to variations in sample plot size, timing of surveys, and other differences in study
design. Instead, these data provide a high-level reference of bird detections over given periods of survey
effort for Midwest wind projects. Survey hours represent the additive total effort; effort of independent
search parties, even those searching simultaneously, contributes as separate time periods.
Over approximately 170 survey hours at the Project area, 5,325 birds comprised of 67 species were
observed. At the Glacier Hills wind energy site, located in an agricultural landscape in Wisconsin, a total
of 59,643 birds of 151 species were observed over 123.5 survey hours (Cutright 2009). Over a total of
188.3 survey hours at the Forward Energy Center, WI, 6,522 birds of 134 species were observed in
forested plots, 3,950 birds of 98 species were observed in grassland plots, and 2,808 birds of 105 species
were observed in wetland plots (Kerlinger et al. 2007a). Pre-construction surveys at the Cedar Ridge
Wind Farm, WI, detected 52,956 birds of 120 species over a total of 275.3 survey hours (Guarnaccia and
Kerlinger 2008). At the Blue Sky and Green Field Wind Energy Projects, WI, a total of 79.5 survey hours
were conducted at each project area. Surveys detected 31,136 birds of 125 species at Blue Sky and 16,211
birds of 116 species at Green Field (Gruver et al. 2009).
Raptor passage rates at the Project area were similar to those recorded at other Midwest sites. Plot sizes
varied slightly across studies, but the results of other pre-construction surveys provide a relative
comparison of raptor use per 20 minutes of survey effort. During the Pleasant Ridge avian surveys, 100
raptors comprised of seven species were observed; raptor use averaged 0.15, 0.28, and 0.15 raptor/plot/20
min survey in the fall, winter, and spring, respectively (Good et al. 2010b). At Buffalo Ridge, MN, raptor
use averaged 0.78, 0.22, 0.64, and 0.60 raptor/plot/20 min survey in the fall, winter, spring, and summer,
respectively (Johnson et al. 2000). At Black Fork, OH, raptor use averaged 0.13 and 0.26 raptor/plot/20
min survey in the fall and spring, respectively (Ecology and Environment 2009 as cited in Good et al.
2010b). At Grand Ridge, IL, raptor use averaged 0.20, 0.10, and 0.32 raptor/plot/20 min survey in the fall,
winter, and spring, respectively (Derby et al. 2009 as cited in Good et al. 2010b). At Buckeye Wind,
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Ohio, raptor use averaged 0.11 and 0.20 raptor/plot/20 min survey in the fall and spring, respectively
(Stantec 2009). The number of raptor species detected has been similar across Midwest sites, ranging
from 4 to 13 species (Kerlinger et al. 2007a, Guarnaccia and Kerlinger 2008, Cutright 2006, 2009).
Given the low numbers of birds and bird species detected, the moderate raptor use rate, and the placement
of turbines away from the Vermilion River and the South Fork of the Vermilion River and associated
native habitats, estimated mortality rates are likely to be at the low end of the known range (0.44 to 11.83
b/t/y). Studies at the Crescent Ridge site, located in an agricultural landscape in Illinois, reported
mortality rates of 0.49 b/t in fall 2005 and 0.47 b/t in spring 2006 (Kerlinger et al. 2007b). However, postconstruction studies at the Blue Sky Green Field (Gruver et al. 2009) and Cedar Ridge (BHE 2011)
facilities in Wisconsin have demonstrated that avian mortality rates at the high end of this range may
occur at facilities sited in agricultural habitats.
Bird risk at the Project area is likely highest during the spring and fall migration seasons, as has been
observed at most wind energy facilities (reviewed in NWCC 2010). Passerines, both resident and migrant,
are likely at highest risk in the Project area, as this avian group represents the majority (75%) of
mortalities at wind turbines nationwide and was by far the group most frequently observed during surveys
within and near the Project area (Good et al. 2010b). Night-migrating passerines may be at a higher risk,
as this group has accounted for over 50 percent of avian fatalities at certain sites, but no particular species
or group of species has been identified as incurring greater numbers of fatalities (Erickson et al. 2002).
Birds taking off at dusk or landing at dawn, or birds traveling in low cloud or fog conditions (which lower
the flight altitude of most migrants) are likely at the greatest risk of collision (Kerlinger 1995). Nationally,
these mortalities have not been known to result in a significant population level impact to any one species,
mainly because the migratory species with relatively high collision mortality are regionally abundant.
Collision risk is likely to be much lower for other bird groups in the Project area. Very few waterbirds or
waterfowl were observed during the pre-construction avian surveys; higher numbers of shorebirds were
observed, primarily killdeer and American golden-plover (Good et al. 2010b). However, national research
has demonstrated that waterbirds rarely collide with inland turbines (Everaert 2003, Kingsley and
Whittam 2007 as cited in NWCC 2010), perhaps because of the consistently high (150-1500 m) altitudes
at which waterbirds migrate over land (Kerlinger 1995). No American golden-plover fatalities were
documented at the Bishop Hill, California Ridge or Fowler Ridge wind farms (Good et al. 2011, 2012;
Ritzert et al. 2014a, 2014b), although they are known to occur on those sites, so risk to this species is low.
Risk to waterfowl may be increased at the Project area during the winter months if the croplands within
the Project area attract large flocks of Canada geese (Erickson et al. 2002). Raptor use of the Project area
was observed to be relatively low during the pre-construction surveys. No strong association with
topographic features within the Project area was noted for raptors. The most frequently-observed raptor
species were red-tailed hawk and American kestrel, both common species in the Midwest. Given the lack
of major raptor migration routes through the Project area raptor fatality rates at the Pleasant Ridge site are
expected to be lower than or similar to those at other Midwest sites, not likely to exceed one or two
carcasses a year (Poulton 2010).
Results of the avian studies in the Project area show only six species regularly flew within the rotor-swept
area; however, overall use by these species was low (Table 4.1). Therefore, no particular species is
expected to be at high risk from the Project.
Concerns expressed by the USFWS and IDNR regarding avian resources within the Project area focused
primarily on collision risks during the migration season to listed species and certain other migratory birds.
The USFWS and IDNR both expressed concern for migrating American golden-plovers and Smith’s
longspur, migratory birds and species of concern. The IDNR additionally expressed concern over the
migratory whooping crane; an ESA listed endangered species with an experimental, non-essential
population of around 100 individuals that migrate across Illinois, including Livingston County. The IDNR
expressed concern for several state-listed species which are known or have the potential to occur near or
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Table 4.1 Species Observed Flying within Rotor-Swept Area during Fixed-Point Bird Use Surveys,
March 5, 2009-March 2, 2010

%
Flying

% Flying within
Rotor-Swept
Area at Initial
Obs.

% Flying within
Rotor-Swept
Area at Any
Time

0.10

98.0

18.4

30.6

24

0.06

97.7

27.9

55.8

American crow

27

0.47

87.0

2.5

59.2

Ring-billed gull

1

<0.01

100.0

100.0

100.0

American kestrel

17

0.06

81.8

5.6

11.1

Great blue heron

17

0.03

100.0

27.8

27.8

No. of
Groups
Flying

Overall
Mean
Use

Red-tailed hawk

44

Turkey vulture

Species

within the Project area: northern harrier, upland sandpiper, loggerhead shrike, osprey, and black-billed
cuckoo.
Two of the above-listed species (American golden-plover and northern harrier) were observed within the
Project area during pre-construction surveys. Neither of these species were observed flying in the rotorswept area. Although northern harriers typically fly at heights below the rotor-swept area of turbines, as
demonstrated during pre-construction surveys within the Project area, they have occasionally been
documented as fatalities at other wind energy facilities (Erickson et al. 2001). The potential therefore
exists for northern harrier mortalities to occur at the Project, particularly during migration, but mortalities
are expected to be few considering the low use of the Project area by the species. Both of the state-listed
species observed within the Project area are considered to be at low collision risk due the results of other
post-construction mortality studies and the species’ lack of observed use of the rotor-swept area.
No bald eagles nest were discovered during either of the raptor nest surveys completed within the Project
area and corresponding buffers. Additionally, no bald eagles were observed during pre-construction avian
surveys. Neither bald eagles nor important eagle-use areas were detected during pre-construction avian
surveys within the Project area. Because additional surveys in 2014 did not indicate the presence of eagleuse areas within a 10-mile buffer of the Project, as well as none along the segment of the Vermilion River
adjacent to the Project area, the Project likely poses low risk to bald eagles at this time.

4.2 BATS
4.2.1 All Bats
Pre-construction acoustic bat surveys indicated a low level of bat activity within the Project area.
Compared to the 3.09 average bat passes per detector night recorded during the fall at the Pleasant Ridge
site (excluding the reference site), 6.78 bat passes per detector night were recorded at the Cedar Ridge site
in Wisconsin (BHE 2007 as cited in BHE 2010), 1.99 bat passes were recorded per detector night at the
Blue Creek site in Ohio (BHE 2009 as cited in BHE 2010), and 12.4 bat passes per detector night were
recorded at the Buckeye Wind site in Ohio (Stantec 2009).
Activity at the Project area was highly variable, as has often been the case at other studies (Erickson et al.
2002), but followed temporal and seasonal patterns similar to the results of several other studies.
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Seasonally, bat activity in the Project area peaked during August and September, and for most bat species
summering in central Illinois, autumn migration typically occurs between August and September (Cryan
2003); the higher level of bat activity observed at the Project area in August and September may therefore
be associated with dispersal from summer habitat, juvenile bats becoming volant, the onset of breeding,
and migration to winter habitats.
Impacts to bats within the Project area are expected to primarily occur during the operational phase of the
Project. Except for the crossing of the Vermilion River, for which trees will be cut during the period from
November 1 through March 1, construction and decommissioning activities are not expected to require
the removal of trees or old buildings, making it unlikely that roosting or nesting bats would be disturbed
or incur mortalities during these phases of the Project. Once the Project is operational, however, turbines
will present a risk of bat mortality due to collisions or possibly barotrauma. Due to the lack of habitat
features that may attract bats, Project siting and micro-siting, and the wildlife protection measures that are
built into the Project design, mortality rates should be lower than have been documented at other
Midwestern sites. Bat mortalities in the Midwest have mostly occurred in the swarming and migration
seasons, typically between mid-July and mid-September (e.g., Kerlinger et al. 2007b, Johnson et al. 2003,
Howe et al. 2002). Migratory tree bat species have comprised the majority of fatalities in the Midwest and
nationally (e.g., Erickson et al. 2002, Kunz et al. 2007). Bat activity was measured from July 15 –
October 21, 2009, encompassing much of the fall migration season, and the correlation between bat
activity and carcasses is not yet well linked, so the pattern of bat mortality at this site is unknown but will
be monitored in spring and fall (see Appendix A). Mortality risk at the Project may primarily affect bats
that are migrating through the Project area during the late summer or early fall, similar to other sites.
Additionally, certain weather conditions, including low wind speeds, warmer temperatures, and high
cloud ceilings, are likely to increase the risk of bat mortality at the Project area, as these conditions have
been demonstrated to coincide with nights of high bat mortality at wind energy facilities (Kunz et al.
2007, Gruver et al. 2009).
The lack of forested habitat and open water within the Project area may reduce risk to bats, as most bat
species in Illinois prefer forests and bodies of open water for foraging and migration stopover roosting
habitat (BCI 2014). Bats migrating through the vicinity of the Project area may prefer the North and
South Fork Vermilion Rivers and associated forests compared to the open landscape within the Project
area. Turbines have been sited to avoid high-quality bat habitat, but their presence, even in open, nonforested areas, poses a risk of bat mortality. Bat mortality has been documented at Midwest wind energy
facilities in agricultural areas during the migration season, demonstrating that some migrating bats will fly
over open land (Good et al 2011, Kerlinger et al. 2007b, Johnson et al. 2003, Howe et al. 2002, BHE
2011). Bat migration patterns and behaviors, and subsequently, indicators of bat fatality risk at wind
energy sites, are not well understood (Poulton 2010). However, the avoidance and minimization measures
to be implemented at this project (see Section 2.4) have been documented at other sites to reduce all bat
mortality (Good et al. 2014; Gruver et al. 2014 and to avoid take (see Section 4.4.2).

4.2.2 Indiana and Northern Long-eared Bats
The potential for take of Indiana and northern long-eared bats at the site is primarily limited to the
migration season and is unlikely to occur, as discussed below.
The Project is unlikely to cause the take of Indiana or northern long-eared bats during the summer
maternity season due to lack of suitable forested or open water habitat in the Project area and the manner
in which PRWP has developed the Project. Based on the known patterns of bat fatalities at wind farms
described above, an assessment of potential risk to bats at the Project involves evaluation of the sitespecific data in terms of species presence/probable absence, seasonal distribution, and activity levels
(Kunz et al. 2007), as well as a comparison to regional patterns.
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Direct Effects
The potential direct effects of the Project could include direct mortality of bats due to collisions with
turbines or possibly barotrauma, or latent mortality if a bat is injured but does not immediately die. For
wind projects in the Midwestern United States, overall bat mortality estimates have ranged from
approximately 1.88 to 27.23 bats per MW per year (Table 4.2).
Based on the analysis of seasonal distribution of Indiana and northern long-eared bats in the region, no
direct effects are expected to occur during the winter months because these species are not active during
the winter months and there are no known Indiana or northern long-eared bat hibernacula located near the
Project area. Take is unlikely to occur during the summer breeding season, because all foraging habitat
connected to the river has been avoided by 1000 ft (305 m) or more. Murray and Kurta (2004) radiotracked Indiana bats foraging 0.3 to 2.6 miles (0.5 to 4.2 km) from nursery colonies, and the bats were
never observed to cross open areas while foraging or traveling to a foraging site. Northern long-eared bats
generally travel shorter distances than Indiana bats (USFWS 2014). The USFWS has recommended that a
1000 ft (305 m) setback from connected habitats adequately protects Indiana and northern long-eared bats
foraging during the summer months (USFWS 2014).
Available information indicates that take of Indiana and northern long-eared bats is also unlikely to occur
during the spring migration periods. Mortality data from other post-construction studies in Illinois during
spring documented no Indiana or northern long-eared bat carcasses (Ritzert et al. 2013, 2014a, 2014b,
2014c). Eleven of the 14 northern long-eared bats with timing information occurred in the fall, and four
of the six documented Indiana bat fatalities occurred during fall (Table 4.3). The majority (80%) of the
Myotis detections at the Project area occurred in August.
Based on previous studies and site-specific data it is unlikely that Indiana or northern long-eared bat
mortality will occur during the spring migration season; a low level of mortality risk may exist during the
fall migration season.
During preconstruction acoustic surveys at the Project area, only 16.4 percent of all bat passes detected
were attributed to high-frequency species, which would include the Myotis species. Of these passes, only
5 passes were at the raised detectors, while the remaining 146 passes were from ground detectors. Data
from the Pleasant Ridge acoustic study inconclusively supported the patterns documented at other wind
sites, where high-frequency bats, including Myotis, typically fly below the rotor-swept area.
In addition to Project siting and turbine setbacks to avoid potential bat habitat, PRWP will raise cut-in
speeds to 15.2 mph (6.9 m/s) from August 1 through October 7 from sunset until. Raising cut-in speeds
has been shown to significantly reduce bat fatalities at wind energy facilities (e.g., Arnett et al. 2009,
2010; Baerwald et al. 2009; Good et al. 2011, 2012; Young et al. 2011) and is expected to further reduce
risk to any Indiana or northern long-eared bats migrating through the Project area during fall.
Additionally, PRWP will monitor the effectiveness of this avoidance measure at reducing bat fatalities
and will use adaptive management (see Appendix A) so that risks to all bats in general and Indiana and
northern long-eared bats in particular are avoided/minimized.
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Table 4.2 Summary of Bat Mortality Reported from Wind Project Monitoring Studies in the
Midwest.

Project

State

Total
MW

Bat fatalities
per MW per
study period

Study Period(s)

Reference

15 Mar-15 Nov 1996
Buffalo Ridge, Phases IIII

MN

235.6

2.30

15 Mar-15 Nov 1997
15 Mar-15 Nov 1998

Johnson et al. 2003

15 Mar-15 Nov 1999
Buffalo Ridge, Lake
Benton I & II

MN

210.8

2.88

Blue Sky Green Field

WI

145

24.6

Kewaunee County

WI

20.5

6.45

15 June-15 Sep 2001
15 June-15 Sep 2002
21 Jul-31 Oct 2008
15 Mar-31 May 2009
Jul 1999-Jul 2001

Johnson et al. 2004

Gruver et al. 2009
Howe et al. 2002

Mar-May 2009
Cedar Ridge

WI

68

27.23

Jul-Nov 2009
Mar-May 2010

BHE 2011

Jul-Nov 2010
Sep-Nov 2005
Crescent Ridge

IL

49.5

1.88

Mar-May 2006

Kerlinger et al.
2007b

Aug 2006
Top of Iowa

IA

80.1

8.58

15 Apr-15 Dec 2003
15 Apr – 15 Dec 2004

Jain 2005

15 Jul–15 Nov 2008
Forward Energy Center

WI

129

15.63

15 Apr–31 May 2009
15 Jul-15 Oct 2009

Grodsky and Drake
2011

15 Apr-31 May 2010
13 Apr-15 May 2010
Fowler Ridge

IN

600

18.91

1 Aug-15 Oct 2010
1 April – 15 May 2011

Good et al. 2012

15 July – 29 Oct 2011
Arithmetic mean of bat fatalities/MW/yr:

12.05

The analysis of possible direct effects indicates that Indiana or northern long-eared bat take at the Project
is unlikely due to the incorporation of avoidance and minimization measures into the proposed action. In
particular, project siting and the incorporation of cut-in speed adjustments will reduce the risk of potential
interactions with the species. Monitoring and adaptive management measures presented in the MAMP
(Appendix A) will evaluate the effectiveness of these measures over the life of the Project.
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Table 4.3 Summary of publically available Indiana and northern long-eared bat fatalities at wind
energy facilities in the United States.
Species

Wind Farm

Indiana bat

Northern
long-eared
Bat

State

Number
Taken

Year(s)

Season

2009, 2010

Fall

Fowler Ridge
2013

Source

Fowler Ridge

Indiana

2

North Allegheny

Pennsylvania

1

2011

Fall

USFWS 2011a

Laurel Mountain

West Virginia

1

2012

Summer

USFWS 2012d

Blue Creek

Ohio

1

2012

Fall

USFWS 2012e

(not released)

Ohio

1

2014

Spring

Mountaineer

West Virginia

6

2003

Fall

Kerns and
Kerlinger 2004

Meyersdale

Pennsylvania

2

2004

Fall

Kerns et al. 2005

Mt. Storm

West Virginia

1

2008

Fall

USFWS, personal
communication

Young et al. 2009
1

Ellenburg

New York

1

2008

Unknown

Jain et al. 2009

Fowler

Indiana

1

2009

Fall

Fowler Ridge
2013

Cohocton and
Dutch Hill

New York

1

2010

Summer

Stantec 2011

Wethersfield

New York

1

2010

Summer

Jain et al. 2011

California Ridge

Illinois

1

2013

Fall

Gruver et al. 2014

1

This carcass was an incidental find, and no information on the timing was available in the report.
Indirect Effects

Indirect effects of the proposed Project could include loss of foraging, roosting, maternity, or wintering
habitat due to cutting trees during Project construction. The proposed Project is unlikely to have any
measurable indirect effects due to habitat loss on the Indiana or northern long-eared bat, because all
turbines will be located in agricultural fields (previously disturbed, non-forested habitats) and with
sufficient buffer (1,000 ft [305 m] from connected foraging habitats) to reduce the potential to impact
foraging individuals. Access road, collection line, and other facilities (except the transmission line)
construction would not require tree cutting. Tree cutting will be required for the transmission line;
however, it will be completed during the period between November 1 and March 1 and thus will not
impact roosting bats and will result in minimal habitat loss.
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1.0 BACKGROUND AND GOALS
Pleasant Ridge Wind Farm (PRWP) has voluntarily prepared a Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy
(BBCS) for the Pleasant Ridge Wind Energy Project to avoid and minimize impacts on bird and bat
species from the Project. Specific goals of the BBCS are to: (1) demonstrate compliance with the WEG;
(2) identify measures that will avoid and reduce potential impacts to birds and bats during construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project; (3) ensure the potential impacts to ESAlisted bat species are reduced to the point where take is unlikely; and (4) outline effective postconstruction monitoring and adaptive management procedures to guide management actions for the life of
the Project.
This Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (MAMP) has been developed in conjunction with the
Pleasant Ridge BBCS to provide a means of assessing the effectiveness of the BBCS in meeting the
above-stated goals. Included in the MAMP for this Project are: a post-construction carcass monitoring
plan (monitoring), an American golden-plover monitoring plan (monitoring), and an adaptive
management plan (adaptive management).
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2.0 CARCASS MONITORING PLAN
2.1 MONITORING GOALS
The goals of post-construction monitoring are to determine overall bird and bat estimated fatality rates at
the Pleasant Ridge Wind Farm and evaluate the circumstances under which carcasses occur. Postconstruction monitoring results also provide the triggers for adaptive management, described in Section 3
in this MAMP.

2.2 SPECIES TO BE MONITORED
The post-construction monitoring plan will address all bird and bat species carcasses observed within the
Pleasant Ridge Project Area. Based on the analysis provided in Section 4.2.1 of the Pleasant Ridge
BBCS, Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis) and northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis) mortalities are
unlikely to occur at the Project, and thus the monitoring plan is designed to detect carcasses and calculate
all bat (and bird) fatality estimates with enough precision to determine if the operational protocols are
effective in reducing all bat fatalities at the Pleasant Ridge wind facility and compared to other operating
projects. Within the overall bat and bird fatality estimates, estimates by species will be made, if possible,
based on the number of carcasses detected.
Monitoring designed to detect Indiana and northern long-eared bat carcasses is not proposed because 1)
Indiana and northern long-eared bat fatalities are unlikely, 2) such a study would require extensive ground
surveys and considerable expense for the purposes of detecting an unlikely event, 3) the proposed study
could detect Indiana or northern long-eared bat fatalities, and 4) more extensive monitoring could be
implemented, as described in the adaptive management plan (Section 3 of this MAMP), should one of the
adaptive management triggers be met.

2.3 PERMITS AND WILDLIFE HANDLING PROCEDURES
2.3.1 Permits
State and federal collecting/salvaging permits will be acquired from the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources (IDNR) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) by PRWP’s consultants and PRWP
prior to commencement of the study to enable searchers to collect and handle carcasses in compliance
with laws pertaining to the collection and possession of wildlife and migratory birds.

2.3.2 Wildlife Handling Procedures
All carcasses found will be labeled with a unique number, individually bagged, and retained in a freezer
at the Pleasant Ridge Operations and Maintenance building. A copy of the original data sheet for each
carcass will be placed in the bag with each frozen carcass. The carcasses may be used in searcher
efficiency and carcass removal trials. In the event that a carcass of an ESA- or state-listed species is
found, PRWP will arrange to submit the carcass to the appropriate authorities. If an injured bird or bat is
found, the animal will be sent to a local wildlife rehabilitator, when possible.

2.4 MONITORING
2.4.1

Study Design

The results of post-construction monitoring at wind facilities intended to provide an estimate of overall
fatality at a facility can be influenced by several sources of bias during field-sampling. To provide
corrected estimates of overall fatality rates, the methodology of mortality monitoring efforts must account
for important sources of field-sampling bias, including 1) fatalities that occur on a highly periodic basis,
2) carcass removal by scavengers, 3) searcher efficiency, 4) failure to account for the influence of site
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conditions (e.g. vegetation) in relation to carcass removal and searcher efficiency rates, and 5) fatalities or
injured birds or bats that may land or move to areas not included in the search plots (Kunz et al. 2007).
PRWP’s proposed post-construction carcass monitoring plan methodology is designed to account for
these sources of bias and adapt to preliminary results such that effectiveness, efficiency, and accuracy of
the study is maximized.
Post-construction mortality monitoring at the Pleasant Ridge facility will involve baseline standardized
carcass searches, follow-up standardized carcass searches, searcher efficiency trials, and carcass removal
trials. Standardized carcass searches will allow statistical analysis of the search results, calculation of
overall fatality estimates, and assessment of correlations between fatality rates and potentially-influential
variables (e.g., season, location). Intensive carcass searches will be conducted during the first three years
of Project operation by a consultant and by specifically trained PRWP personnel to establish baseline
fatality estimates. After the first three years of monitoring, PRWP will have baseline data from which to
measure changes in overall bird and bat fatalities. Follow-up carcass searches will be conducted by
trained PRWP personnel during the fall season (August 1 – October 7) once every three years to confirm
that no significant increase in overall bird or bat estimated mortality has occurred relative to the baseline
mortality estimates. Searcher efficiency and carcass removal trials are critical for developing
appropriately corrected and unbiased fatality estimates. Searcher and carcass removal rates are two
sources of field bias in mortality studies that have been proven to be highly variable and site- and
researcher-specific; mortality estimators are highly sensitive to these parameters (Huso 2010). Kunz et al.
(2007) and the USFWS Land-based Wind Energy Guidelines (USFWS 2012) both strongly recommend
that all mortality studies should conduct searcher efficiency and carcass removal trials that follow
accepted methods and address the effects of differing vegetation types.
Focus Species
The post-construction monitoring study design is intended to enable detection of all bird and bat species
that may occur within the Project area, as well as support the development of fatality estimates for all bird
and bat species found during the mortality searches.
Sample Size
Standardized carcass searches will be conducted at 30 of the 136 turbines. This sample size optimizes
field survey effort while maximizing expected confidence in the data and associated results. Table A-1,
below, was developed using a mean bat fatality rate and corresponding standard deviation calculated from
results of studies at other wind energy facilities within the Midwest. Bat fatality rates were used because
they have been much more variable than bird fatality rates at wind facilities (Poulton 2010); a sample size
adequate for confidence in bat data will therefore also be adequate for confidence in bird data. This table
presents the 95 percent confidence intervals associated with a variety of sample sizes and demonstrates
the diminishing returns in confidence as sample size is increased. A sample size of 60 turbines would
require twice the survey effort but would not confer twice as much confidence in results as sampling of
the 30 turbines would. When extrapolated over the entire facility (136 turbines), the upper confidence
limit fatality estimate for a sample size of 30 turbines is not appreciably different than those for larger
sample sizes. Sample sizes smaller than 30 turbines have increasingly larger confidence intervals, and
may also result in datasets which have higher standard deviations (further decreasing confidence).
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Table A. 1 Confidence Intervals of Turbine Sample Sizes for Post-Construction Monitoring1
95% Confidence Limits
No. of Turbines
Searched

Mean Fatality
(bats/turbine/year)

Low

95% Confidence
Interval

High

10

21.6

15.8

27.3

5.7

20

21.6

17.5

25.6

4.1

30

21.6

18.3

24.9

3.3

40

21.6

18.7

24.4

2.9

50

21.6

19.0

24.1

2.6

60

21.6

19.2

23.9

2.3

80

21.6

19.5

23.6

2.0

100

21.6

19.8

23.4

1.8

136

21.6

20.0

23.1

1.6

1

For this analysis, mean fatality estimate (12.05 bats/MW/turbine and an assumed 1.79 MW turbine) from the data presented in
Table 4.2 of the Pleasant Ridge BBCS, and the standard deviation of those values (9.27).

During follow-up studies (discussed below under Timing and Duration) conducted every three years by
trained PRWP personnel, a sample size of 15 turbines will be studied. This sample size is adequate for
follow-up studies, as the purpose of these studies is to provide fatality estimates which can be compared
against the baseline estimate established during the first year of monitoring to confirm that no significant
increase in overall bird or bat mortality has occurred. A significant increase is defined as a measurable,
statistically significant (p < 0.10) increase in estimated fatality relative to the baseline fatality estimate. A
sample size of 15 turbines will meet the goal of detecting significant increases, as differences small
enough that their detection requires a sample size of 30 turbines instead of 15 are unlikely to be
biologically-justifiable as significant.
The 30 turbines to be sampled will be determined using a stratified random sampling approach. These 30
sample turbines will include turbines located in the western part of the Project area, closer to the few
areas of suitable bat habitat. The 15 turbines to be sampled for follow-up studies will be selected from the
initial 30 sample turbines using a stratified random sampling approach. Selecting the follow-up sample
turbines from the baseline sample turbines will reduce the introduced variables (i.e., location) and provide
a more accurate comparison of fatality rates between study years.
Search Intervals
Search intervals will be once weekly for each of the 30 sample turbines during the spring and fall periods
of intensive monitoring. Search intervals will be once weekly for each of the 15 sample turbines during
the follow-up studies. The turbine search schedule and order will be randomized so that each turbine’s
search plot will be sampled at differing periods during the day. If more or less intensive monitoring is
deemed necessary following initial data collection (carcass searches and carcass removal trials) at the site,
the search intervals will be modified accordingly. The WEG (USFWS 2012) recommend that carcass
search intervals should be adequate for the species the study is attempting to find. A weekly search
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interval for fatality monitoring was deemed adequate by Kunz et al. (2007) and studies have demonstrated
that a weekly search interval provides effective mortality monitoring and adequately estimates impacts
from wind energy facilities (Gruver et al. 2009, Young et al. 2009), such that the added effort associated
with more frequent intervals is not warranted.

2.4.2 Field Methods
Plot Size, Vegetation Mowing, Visibility Classes
Search plots measuring 256 x 256 ft (78 x 78 m) will be established at the base of each sampled turbine.
The majority of bird and bat carcasses typically fall within 100 ft (30 m) of the turbine or within 50
percent of the maximum height of the turbine (Kerns and Kerlinger 2004, Arnett et al. 2005, Young et al.
2009, Jain et al. 2007, 2008, 2009, Piorkowski and O’Connell 2010, and USFWS 2012). This plot size
will exceed one-half the maximum turbine rotor height of the Pleasant Ridge turbines (214 ft [65 m]).
This should minimize the number of fatalities or injured birds or bats which land or move outside of the
search plots and thereby reduce the number of bird or bat carcasses that would be undetected, causing
underestimation of overall fatality.
Each search plot will be centered on a turbine location. Thirteen transects will be established in each plot
for complete survey coverage. Vegetation will be mowed in each plot prior to the beginning of each study
period to improve searcher efficiency. Although the majority of vegetation within each search plot is
expected to consist of row crops or fallow fields, visibility classes will be established if vegetation type
and density vary sufficiently. If necessary, visibility classes will be mapped within each plot, and searches
will be designed to preferentially include areas of higher visibility to maximize searcher efficiency.
Searcher efficiency and carcass removal rates will be determined for each visibility class.
Timing and Duration
Baseline standardized carcass searches will be conducted at the Pleasant Ridge site for a total of four
weeks in the spring (April 15 – May 15) during the first year of Project operation and eight weeks during
the fall (August 1 – October 7) during the first three years of Project operation. Baseline carcass searches
will be conducted by both a consultant and specifically-trained PRWP personnel. Trained PRWP
personnel will then conduct follow-up carcass searches for eight weeks during the fall (August 1 –
October 7) every three years to confirm that no significant increase in overall bird or bat mortality has
occurred relative to the baseline study.
Standardized Carcass Searches
All carcass searches will be conducted by a biologist or appropriately-trained PRWP personnel,
experienced in conducting fatality search methods, including proper handling and reporting of carcasses.
Searchers will be familiar with and able to accurately identify bird and bat species likely to be found at
the Pleasant Ridge Project area. Any unknown birds and bats or suspected Indiana or northern long-eared
bats discovered during fatality searches will be sent to a qualified, USFWS-approved bird or bat expert
for positive identification. During searches, searchers will walk at a rate of approximately 2 mph (45 to 60
m per minute) while searching 10 ft (3 m) on either side of each transect.
For all carcasses found, data recorded will include:


Date and time;



Initial species identification;



Sex, age, and reproductive condition (when possible);



GPS location;



Distance and bearing to turbine;
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Substrate/ground cover conditions;



Condition (intact, scavenged);



Any notes on presumed cause of death; and



Wind speeds and direction and general weather conditions for nights preceding search.

A digital picture of each detected carcass will be taken before the carcass is handled and removed. As
previously mentioned, bird and bat carcasses will be labeled with a unique number, bagged, and stored
frozen (with a copy of the original data sheet) at the Pleasant Ridge Operations and Maintenance building.
Bird and bat carcasses found in non-search areas (e.g. near a Pleasant Ridge turbine not included in the
study) will be coded as “incidental finds” and documented as much as possible in a similar fashion to
those found during standard searches. Maintenance personnel will be informed of the timing of
standardized searches and, in the event that maintenance personnel find a carcass or injured animal, these
personnel will be trained on the collision event reporting protocol. Any carcasses found by maintenance
personnel will also be considered incidental finds. Incidental finds will be included in survey summary
totals, but will not be included in the mortality estimates.
Searcher Efficiency and Carcass Removal Trials
Searcher efficiency trials will be used to estimate the percentage of all bird and bat fatalities that are
detected during the carcass searches. Similarly, carcass removal trials will be used to estimate the
percentage of bird and bat fatalities which are removed by scavengers prior to being located by searchers.
When considered together, the results of these trials will represent the likelihood that a bird or bat fatality
which falls within the searched area will be recorded and considered in the final fatality estimates.
Trials will be conducted during each study period by placing “trial” carcasses in the search subplots (one
trial during the spring monitoring season and two trials during the fall monitoring season) to account for
changes in personnel, searcher experience, weather, and scavenger densities. A total of 50 searcher
efficiency trial carcasses, 25 birds of variable sizes and 25 bats, will be placed in subplots according to
randomly-selected distances and azimuths from each turbine prior to the carcass search on the same day.
Per USFWS guidelines (USFWS 2012), this is a sufficient number of carcasses that can be distributed
across a sample size of 30 turbines without exceeding the limit of one to two trial carcasses per turbine,
and with some allowance for variation in number of trial carcasses placed at each turbine. Searcher
efficiency and carcass removal trials will be limited to one spring and two fall trials to avoid saturating
the site with carcasses and potentially artificially inflating the carcass removal rate by attracting
scavengers.
Each trial carcass will be discretely marked and labeled with a unique number so that it can be identified
as a trial carcass. Prior to placement, the date of placement, species, turbine number, distance and
direction from turbine, and visibility class (if applicable) will be recorded. Species such as house
sparrows (Passer domesticus) and European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) may be used to represent smallsized birds; rock doves (Columba livia) and commercially raised hen mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) or
hen pheasants (Phasianus colchicus) may be used to represent medium to large-sized birds. Non-listed bat
species carcasses recovered during the study will be re-used in the searcher efficiency trials, if allowed by
permit. Brown mice (Mus or Peromyscus spp.) may be used to represent bats if bat carcasses are not
available. If vegetation classes are established, trial carcasses will be placed in a variety of vegetation
classes so that searcher efficiency rates can be determined for each class. No more than two trial carcasses
will be placed simultaneously at a single turbine.
Searcher efficiency trials will be conducted blindly; the searchers will not know when trials are occurring,
at which search turbines trial carcasses are placed, or where trial carcasses are located within the subplots.
The number and location of trial carcasses found by searchers will be recorded and compared to the total
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number placed in the subplots. Searchers will be instructed prior to the initial search effort to leave
carcasses, once discovered to be trial carcasses, in place. The number of trial carcasses available for
detection (non-scavenged) will be determined immediately after the conclusion of the trial.
Searcher efficiency of the consultant searchers and PRWP searchers will be combined to generate the
estimate of searcher bias for calculation of baseline fatality estimates. Searcher efficiency rates will be
spot-checked each year of follow-up monitoring to ensure that initial estimates continue to be valid. Spotcheck trials will use 20 carcasses (10 bird and 10 bat) as there will be fewer (15) sample turbines at which
to place the carcasses. All other methods will remain the same. The follow-up searcher efficiency rates
will be compared to the baseline searcher efficiency rates using a t-test (significant p< 0.10) to determine
if searcher efficiency has changed appreciably such that adjustments to the follow-up monitoring studies
should be made.
Carcass removal trials will be conducted immediately following searcher efficiency trials using the same
trial carcasses. Trial carcasses will be left in place by searchers, and monitored for a period of up to 30
days. Carcasses will be checked on days 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 14, 20, and 30. The status of each trial
carcass will be recorded throughout the trial. Carcass removal rates will also be spot-checked each year of
follow-up monitoring to ensure that initial estimates continue to be valid. The follow-up carcass removal
rates will be compared to the baseline carcass removal rates using a t-test (significant p< 0.10) to
determine if carcass removal has changed appreciably such that adjustments to the follow-up monitoring
studies should be made.
PRWP Personnel Training
PRWP searchers will be full-time PRWP employees who will be trained by qualified biologists in
conducting: (1) standardized carcass searches and search protocols; (2) bird and bat identification and
procedures to confirm identifications of rare species; and (3) wildlife handling procedures for all dead or
injured wildlife discovered at the Project.
Standardized Carcass Searches: PRWP searchers will be trained by a qualified biologist of PRWP’s
choice, most likely the consulting biologist conducting the baseline mortality monitoring. Training will
include:










Location, size, and configuration of each search plot and how to record carcass location;
Knowledge of the visibility classes within each plot;
Start and stop points and width of search transects;
Search/walking speed;
Practice searches with planted carcasses;
Familiarity with data sheets;
Recording data and observations that assist with data interpretation;
Photographing carcasses; and
Procedures for handling, storing, and transmitting bat carcasses for positive identification.

Statistical tests (t-test, significant p< 0.10) will be conducted to (1) compare baseline fatality estimates
determined using data collected by trained PRWP personnel to estimates determined using data collected
by the consultant and (2) compare searcher efficiency rates of the trained PRWP personnel to searcher
efficiency rates of the consultant. These tests will confirm that PRWP personnel are adequately trained
and qualified to accurately conduct follow-up carcass searches.
Bird and Bat Identification: PRWP searchers will be permitted to handle bird and bat carcasses as
described in Section 2.3.1 in this monitoring plan. Any unknown carcass or those requiring additional
study for identification (e.g., feather spot, bat wing, Myotis bats) will be labeled with a unique
identification number, bagged, and retained for future reference. All unknown birds and bats or any
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suspected Indiana bats will be collected and provided to a qualified, USFWS-approved bird or bat expert
for inspection and identification verification.
Wildlife Handling Procedures: Prior to April 15 of each year, PRWP will conduct training sessions for
Project personnel to ensure that wildlife handling procedures described in Section 2.3.2 in this monitoring
plan are properly implemented.

2.4.3 Statistical Methods for Estimating Fatality Rates
The methodology for estimating overall bird and bat fatality rates will largely follow the estimator
proposed by Erickson et al. (2003), as modified by Young et al. (2009) and Huso (2010). The positive
bias and different sensitivity to searcher efficiency and carcass removal rates associated with the Huso
estimator may make comparisons to estimates derived using the Erickson or Shoenfeld (2004) estimator,
which tend towards negative biases, problematic. The bird and bat fatality rates presented in the Pleasant
Ridge BBCS were mostly calculated from studies which used either the Erickson or Shoenfeld estimators
or modifications thereof (the calculations and assumptions of these estimators are very similar).
Therefore, maintaining the same biases and assumptions in estimating overall bird and bat fatality at the
Pleasant Ridge site will be useful for developing fatality estimates that can be compared to other sites and
used to determine if any of the adaptive management triggers have been met. However, calculation of
estimated fatality rates using the Huso estimator will enable cross-checking results from the Erickson or
Shoenfeld estimator.
Following Erickson et al. (2003), the estimate of the total number of wind turbine-related casualties will
be based on four components: (1) observed number of casualties, (2) searcher efficiency, (3) scavenger
removal rates, and (4) estimated percent of casualties that likely fall in non-searched areas, based on
percent of area searched around turbine. Variance and 90 percent confidence intervals will be calculated
using bootstrapping methods (Erickson et al. 2003 and Manly 1997 as presented in Young et al. 2009).
Calculations and analyses will be conducted separately for medium/large birds, small birds, and bats, to
provide results specific to each group.
Mean Observed Number of Casualties (c)
The estimated mean observed number of casualties (c) per turbine per study period will be calculated as:

∑

where n is the number of turbines searched, and cj is the number of casualties found at a turbine.
Incidental mortalities (those found outside of the search plots or by maintenance personnel) will not be
included in this calculation, nor in the estimated fatality rate.
Estimation of Searcher Efficiency Rate (p)
Searcher efficiency (p) will represent the average probability that a carcass was detected by searchers.
The searcher efficiency rates will be calculated by dividing the number of trial carcasses observers found
by the total number which remained available during the trial (non-scavenged). Searcher efficiency will
be calculated for each season, for varying distances from the turbine, and for each vegetation class, if
applicable.
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Estimation of Carcass Removal Rate (t)
Carcass removal rates will be estimated to adjust the observed number of casualties to account for
scavenger activity at a site. Mean carcass removal time (t) will represent the average length of time a
planted carcass remained at the site before it was removed by scavengers. Mean carcass removal time will
be calculated as:

∑

where s is the number of carcasses placed in the carcass removal trials and s c is the number of carcasses
censored. This estimator is the maximum likelihood (conservative) estimator assuming the removal times
follow an exponential distribution and there is right-censoring of the data. For the Pleasant Ridge study,
any trial carcasses still remaining at 30 days will be collected, yielding censored observations at 30 days.
If all trial carcasses are removed before the end of the search period, then sc will be zero and the carcass
removal rate will be calculated as the arithmetic average of the removal times. Carcass removal rate will
be calculated for each season.
Search Area Adjustment (A)
Although a complete-coverage methodology will be used, certain areas may be excluded from searching
due to safety or access limitations. The adjustment for any areas which were not searched (A) will be
approximated as:
∑
∑

where ck is the observed number of casualties found in the kth 10m distance band from the turbine, pk is
the estimated searcher efficiency rate in the kth 10m distance band from the turbine, and sk is the
proportion of the kth 10m distance bands that were sampled across all turbines.
Estimation of the Probability of Carcass Availability and Detection (π)
Searcher efficiency and carcass removal rates will be combined to represent the overall probability (π)
that a casualty incurred at a turbine would be reflected in the post-construction mortality study results.
This probability will be calculated as:

[

( ⁄)
( ⁄)

]

where I is the interval between searches. For this study, I=7 for baseline carcass searches during the
spring and fall periods and for follow-up fall carcass searches.
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Estimation of Facility-Related Mortality (m)
Mortality estimates will be calculated using the estimator proposed by Erickson et al. (2003), as modified
by Young et al. (2009). The estimated mean number of casualties/turbine/study period (m) will be
calculated by dividing the estimated mean observed number of casualties/turbine/study period (c) by π, an
estimate of the probability a carcass was not removed and was detected, and then multiplying by A, the
adjustment for the area within the search plots which was not searched:

2.5 DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING
2.5.1 Data Analysis
Analysis of data collected during the post-construction mortality study will include spring and fall season
fatality estimates for all birds and bats to the taxonomic level where fatality estimates can be calculated
(i.e., it is difficult to calculate representative fatality rates from very small numbers of carcasses so
species- and genus-level fatality calculations may not be possible for some species/genera). Myotis
fatality estimates will be calculated when supported by sufficient observed mortality. Data analysis will
be performed to assess fatality estimates by turbine location. Data may also be analyzed to determine the
influence of factors such as date and location on bird and bat fatality rates. These relationships may
influence turbine operation, as described in Section 3.2 of this MAMP.
A variety of statistical tests may be applied to the data to analyze the patterns of fatality rates in
relationship to species/genera/taxa, season, and location. Statistical tests applied to the data may include:
ANOVA, tabular summary, graphical representation (least squares, regression, interaction plot, etc), ttest, univariate association analyses (Pearson’s and Spearman’s rank correlations, linear regression),
multivariate regression, chi-square goodness-of-fit and test of independence, and F test. Tests will be
selected based on the parameter(s) under analysis, the ability of the data to meet test assumptions, and the
suitability of tests for different forms of data. Comparisons between baseline overall bird and bat fatality
estimates and those of follow-up studies will be evaluated using t-tests. In general, p values equal to or
less than 0.10 will be considered significant.
While statistical tests will not be used to correlate fatalities with weather variables, PRWP will
qualitatively evaluate fatality events with regards to notable weather events.

2.5.2 Reporting
PRWP will provide an annual mortality monitoring report to the USFWS following the completion of
each year of post-construction monitoring. The report will include fatality estimates and data summaries.
Fatalities will be expressed both in terms of fatalities/turbine/season and in terms of fatalities/MW/season,
as recommended by the WEG (USFWS 2012) to facilitate comparison with other studies. The reports will
include all data analyses, including correlation analyses and overall fatality estimates, and a discussion of
monitoring results and their implications. In addition to the mortality monitoring reports, PRWP will
promptly report any fatalities of ESA-listed species to the USFWS.
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3.0 AMERICAN GOLDEN-PLOVER MONITORING PLAN
3.1 MIGRATION MONITORING
3.1.1 Monitoring Goals
The goals of American golden-plover migration monitoring are to determine the timing of the species’
use of the Project area during the spring migration and to assess the general behavior and movement
patterns of the species within the Project area.

3.1.2 Study Design
American golden-plover migration monitoring will be conducted between April 1 and May 20 of the first
two years of Project operation. This survey period coincides with the peak spring migration stopover
period for American golden-plovers in the upper Midwest. Four survey transects will be established
bisecting the Project area; two transects will follow north-south roads and the other two will follow eastwest roads. Transect locations will be determined using aerial photography and knowledge of the Project
area. Surveys will be conducted four days per week; two transects will be surveyed each day so that each
transect is surveyed two times per week.
Observers will drive transects at approximately 15-20 mph (6.7-8.9 m/s) while looking for birds on both
sides of the road. Observation points will be established approximately each mile along the transects.
Observers will stop at each observation point and scan the surrounding area with binoculars to determine
if American golden-plovers are present. Stops will last for no more than three minutes unless plovers are
observed. No unplanned stops will be made unless plovers are spotted. Data collected for all individuals
and flocks detected during surveys will include: date, time, location, habitat, weather conditions, number
of individuals observed, behavior (e.g. resting, feeding, etc.), flight height, and direction of flight. If
American golden-plovers are observed during a transect survey, observers will spend approximately 30
minutes collecting additional data on plover behavior and flight height/direction at up to two observation
locations per day. Surveys will begin at 0800 am and end when the transects have been completed.
Weather conditions (e.g. temperature, wind speed, cloud cover) will be recorded at the beginning and end
of each transect survey.

3.1.3 Data Analysis and Reporting
American golden-plover observations will be used to determine the dates during which plovers are
present in the Project area. The locations and number of birds for each observation will be mapped to
determine areas of plover use within the Project area. Habitat characteristics recorded at each observation
and at the observation points will be analyzed to assess plover selection of different habitats within the
Project area. Behavioral observation data will be analyzed to determine flight paths between areas of use,
average flight heights within the Project area, and time spent flying in the rotor-swept area by plovers.
Monitoring data and results will be included in the annual monitoring report provided to the USFWS, as
described in Section 2.5.2, above.

3.2 CARCASS MONITORING
3.2.1 Monitoring Goals
The goals of American golden-plover monitoring are to detect carcasses of spring-migrating American
golden-plovers from the Project and, if applicable, develop an estimate of plover mortality from the
Project.
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3.2.2 Study Design
American golden-plover carcass monitoring will be conducted during the four-week spring monitoring
period (April 15 – May 15, a portion of the American golden-plover stopover period when plovers are
likely to be moving through) during the first two years of Project operation if plovers are observed within
the Project area during the transect surveys. If initiated, plover carcass monitoring will be conducted
largely according to the study design described in Section 2.4, above. The same 30 study turbines will be
searched during plover mortality monitoring, although the search interval at each turbine will be increased
from once a week to twice a week.
Any other carcasses found incidentally during plover monitoring will be recorded as well.

3.2.3 Data Analysis and Reporting
Analysis of the plover monitoring data will be conducted as described for the carcass monitoring in
Section 2.5.1, above. The results of the searcher efficiency and carcass removal trials conducted during
spring carcass monitoring will be applied to the results of the plover monitoring to develop a plover
fatality estimate, if necessary. Should plover carcass monitoring be conducted during the second year of
project operation (when spring mortality monitoring is not scheduled), searcher efficiency and carcass
removal trials will be conducted during the plover monitoring. Fatality estimates will not be developed for
other species found as incidental fatalities. Results of the plover carcass monitoring will be included in
the annual monitoring report provided to the USFWS, as described in Section 2.5.2, above.
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4.0 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
4.1 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT GOALS
The goals of the adaptive management plan are to enable the incorporation of results from the postconstruction monitoring into the Project’s avoidance, minimization, and mitigation plan. Certain trigger
events and subsequent changes to the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation plan have been defined as
a part of the adaptive management plan, to guide the adaptive process. Adaptive management will provide
effective measures to meet the Project’s BBCS goals of avoiding and reducing impacts to birds and bats.

4.2 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT PLAN
To enable the results of post-construction monitoring to influence and improve the avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation measures of the Project, certain trigger events and the subsequent changes
or actions have been established. Changes to the Project’s minimization and mitigation plan may be
triggered by certain events, but no changes to the agreed upon turbine operational protocols will occur
without USFWS concurrence (except temporary cessation of turbine operations for maintenance).
The events that would trigger changes to the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation plan presented
herein would be:


Take of any Indiana bats or other ESA-listed species;



Take of any bald or golden eagles; or



Identification of one or more variable(s) with a consistent and strong negative relationship to bat
mortality.

If take of any Indiana bats or other ESA-listed species occurs at the Project, the following actions will be
taken:
1) PRWP will, working with a trained wildlife biologist, promptly identify and store the
carcass after its discovery.
2) USFWS will be notified within one business day and positive identification of the
discovery.
3) PRWP and the USFWS will meet and confer to determine, based on the available data,
the circumstances under which the carcass occurred.
4) If a particular cause for the carcass can be identified, PRWP will develop specific
mitigation measures in consultation with USFWS to address the occurrence, including,
but not limited to, raising cut-in speeds on a specific turbine or group of turbines during
specified wind conditions or periods of the year.
5) PRWP will conduct follow-up post-construction monitoring as described in Section 2 of
this MAMP during fall in the subsequent year to assess whether cut-in speed adjustments
or other mitigation measures are sufficient to reduce impacts to ESA-listed species.
6) PRWP and USFWS will determine the need to pursue additional ESA permits or
authorizations in view of new information.
If a bald or golden eagle take occurs at the Project, the following actions will be taken:
1) PRWP will, working with a trained wildlife biologist, promptly identify and store the
carcass after its discovery.
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2) USFWS will be notified within one business day and positive identification of the
discovery.
3) PRWP and the UWFWS will meet and confer to determine, based on the available data,
the circumstances under which the carcass occurred.
4) If a particular cause can be identified, PRWP will develop specific mitigation measures in
consultation with USFWS.
5) PRWP will conduct follow-up post-construction monitoring as described in Section 2 of
this MAMP in the fall of the subsequent year to assess whether mitigation measures are
sufficient to reduce impacts to bald and golden eagles.
6) PRWP and USFWS will determine the need to obtain additional BGEPA permits or
authorizations in view of new information.
If, through post-construction monitoring, one or more variable(s), including but not limited to a specific
period of the night, seasonal period, temperature, wind speed[s], pressure, etc, that has a consistent and
strong negative relationship to estimated bat mortality is identified, the following actions will be taken:

1) Curtailment protocol will be lifted and turbines will be fully operational when the
identified variable(s) is present in site conditions.
This adaptive management plan will apply throughout the life of the Project to provide effective
avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures for avoiding and reducing impacts to birds and bats.
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1.0

INTRODU
I
CTION

In support of the Ple
easant Ridge
e Wind Farm
m (Project) p
proposed by
y Invenergy, LLC (Invene
ergy),
S
Inc.. (Stantec) completed
c
a fixed-wing
g aerial straight-line transect
Stantec Consulting Services
bald eag
gle (Haliaeetus leucoce
ephalus) and
d raptor nes t survey in LLivingston Co
ounty, Illinoiss. This
report ou
utlines prese
ents the projject descrip
ption, objecttives, metho
ods, and ressults of the a
aerial
survey and
a
nest inv
ventory surv
vey effort. The surveyy was cond
ducted as p
part of the preconstruction and pla
anning phase
e of the Proje
ect.

1.1

PROJECT
P
DE
ESCRIPTION

The prop
posed Projec
ct is located
d in southea
ast Livingston
n County in Illinois (Figu
ure 1). Land
d use
within the
e Project arrea is domin
nated by ag
griculture (i.e
e., row cropss and hay/p
pastureland)) with
woodlan
nds found prrimarily asso
ociated with riparian co
orridors along
g the Vermillion River, SSouth
Fork Verm
million River and
a
Indian Creek
C
(Figure
e 1).

1.2

OBJECTIVES
O
S

On July 9,
9 2007, the U.S.
U Fish and
d Wildlife Serv
vice (USFWS ) announce
ed that the b
bald eagle w
would
be removed in the lo
ower 48 stattes from the Federal List of Endange
ered and Threatened W
Wildlife
Reg. 37346--37372). The
e rule became effectiv
ve on Augu
ust 8, 2007. The bald e
eagle
(72 Fed.R
remains protected under
u
the fe
ederal Bald and
a
Golden
n Eagle Prote
ection Act ((BGEPA) and
d the
(
ILCS 5/).
Illinois Willdlife Code (520
In 2013, the
t
USFWS published
p
the
e Eagle Con
nservation Pllan Guidanc
ce (ECPG) M
Module 1 – LLandbased Wind
W
Energy (Version 2; USFWS 2013), which pro
ovides in-de
epth guidanc
ce of conse
erving
bald eag
gles in the course
c
of siting, constru
ucting, and operating wind energy facilities. While
complian
nce with the
e ECPG is voluntary,
v
th
he guidance
e provides a means off complying
g with
regulatorry requirements. The ECPG
E
recom
mmends th at surveys for active eagle nestts be
conducted within th
he project fo
ootprint, as well
w as a 10 -mile buffer.. The objecttives of the ffixedwing straight-line aerrial transect survey
s
includ
ded:




Document
D
active and in
nactive bald
d eagle an
nd other rap
ptor species nests within
n the
Project area.
Document
D
ac
ctive and in
nactive rapto
or species n
nests within a 2-mile bufffer of the Prroject
area.
Document
D
active and in
nactive bald
d eagle nessts within a 10-mile bufffer of the Prroject
area.

2.0

METHODS
M
S

2.1

FIXED-WING
F
G RAPTOR NEST
N
SURVEY
Y

Stantec completed
c
a fixed-wing
g aerial straight-line surv
vey for the p
proposed Pro
oject on Ap
pril 16,
2014. The
e survey was conducted
d between 0600hours
0
a nd 1500hours and follow
wed the map
pped

1
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transect lines shown on Figure 1. The temp
perature duriring the survey event reached 62ºF,, with
es and windss at 12 to 20 mph.
clear skie
d-wing aerial straight-line
e transect surrvey was co
ompleted usiing a 1972 C
Cessna Mode
el 172
The fixed
airplane. In areas where
w
raptorr nests are widely
w
scatte
ered and co
onspicuous, fixed-wing a
aerial
surveys are
a considere
ed acceptable (USFWS 2013).
2
f
paralle
el transects were estab
blished on a
aerial photog
graphs for tthe pilot to track
Prior to flight,
while in flight.
f
Transe
ects were sp
paced 0.5 mile
m apart, th
hough transe
ects were w
widened to 1 mile
apart ov
ver the porrtions of the
e Project area with a clear abse
ence of wo
oodland habitat.
Additiona
ally, transects were plottted along waterways
w
in the northwe
est corner o
of the survey area
to more accurately assess
a
wood
ded sectionss of the Verm
million River a
and its tributtaries. If fore
ested
ere located between tra
ansects and were not vissible from a transect, the
e plane deviated
areas we
from the established transect rou
ute to survey
y these forestted areas.
d-wing aeriall straight-line
e surveys we
ere conducte
ed by two SStantec wildllife biologistss with
The fixed
experience detecting and identtifying raptor species an
nd nests. Ea
ach biologistt was assigne
ed to
e of the pla
ane, surveyin
ng for nests and individ
dual birds a
as each tran
nsect was flown.
one side
Observed
d nests were
e identified to species, if possible, and docum
mented as a
active or ina
active
based on
n visual activ
vity observations. An in--flight GPS w
was used to mark the ge
eneral location of
each ide
entified nest.

3.0

RESULTS
R

3.1

BALD
B
EAGLE
ES

No bald eagle nests were found within the project
p
area or the 10-mile buffer.

3.2

OTHER RAP
PTOR SPECIE
ES

Two non--eagle rapto
or nests were
e identified during the a
aerial survey
y (Figure 1). Both nests were
active re
ed-tailed ha
awk (Buteo jamaicensiis) nests, id
dentified as RTHA 1 and 2 and were
documented in Transect 14 and
d 19, respecttively. Both nests are located outsid
de of the prroject
area but within the 2-mile buffer. No additional raptor ne
ests were ide
entified durin
ng the surve
ey.

3.3

OTHER
O
OBSE
ERVATIONS

In additio
on to raptor nests, seve
en great blu
ue heron (A
Ardea erodia
as) rookeriess were obse
erved
within the 10-mile Prroject bufferr. There roo
okeries are id
dentified ass GBHE-1 thrrough GBHE-7 on
Figure 1.

4.0

SUMMAR
S
RY

No bald eagle nestss were found
d within the project are
ea or the 10-mile buffer.. Two active
e redtailed ha
awk nests and
d seven grea
at blue hero
on rookeries w
were found during the survey
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5.0

LITERATUR
L
RE CITED

USFWS. 2013. Eagle conservation
c
n plan guidance, Module
e 1 – land-based wind e
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p://www.fws.gov/
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migratorybird
m
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A
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